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De biodiversiteit, relatieve populatie dichtheid, het voedingsgedrag en de habitatpreferentie

van de Asteroidea fauna van het Mombasa Marine National Park and Reserve (MMNP&R)

werden onderzocht over een periode van twee maanden. Het l\11v1NP&R omvat een franjerif

en is gesitueerd tussen Mombasa stad en Mtwapa Creek aan de 0051 Afrikaanse kust van de

West Indische oceaan. Voor zover bekend is het rif aldaar gespaard gebleven van populatie

uitbarstingen van de koraaletende zeester Acanthaster planci (de doornenkroon). De koralen

verkeerden in de periode van het onderzoek in goede staat (ondertussen is in het M1v1N&R,

ten gevolge van het El Nino fenomeen, een massale koraalsterfte (+1- 80%)).

Wat betreft Oost-Afrika en dan vooral Kenia was de voorhanden zijnde literatuur op het

gebied van Asteroidea eerder schaars. Het enige voorgaand onderzoek op zeesterren werd

uitgevoerd door Humphreys, die onderzocht in 1981 de Asteroidea fauna in de Keniaanse

marineparken. Het Mombasa Marine National Park and Reserve bestond toen nog niet en

bleef hierdoor ononderzocht.

Van elke gevonden soort werden exemplaren verzameld en gelabeld om naderhand, onder

supervisie van Prof. Jangoux (een expert op het gebied van Echinodermen taxonomie) een

correcte determinatie te kunnen bekomen. De dieren werden verzameld tijdens het uitvoeren

van lijntransecten, cirkelsamplings, tijdstransecten en willekeurige zoekacties in het park en

reservaat. Hierbij werd zowel gezocht in het binnen- als in het buitenrif, op zeegrasbedden en

koraalformaties, op stukken die bij laag water droog kwamen te staan, in intergetijdenpoelen

en in de lagune. Ook werd een selectie van afgestorven koraalbrokken omgekeerd om

cryptische soorten te ontdekken. In het ondiepe binnenrif werd het onderzoek bij laagtij al

snorkelend gedaan, terwijl het onderzoek in het buitenrif al duikend (max. diepte 25m) en bij

hoogtij (het enige moment waarop boten over het rifplateau geraken) volbracht werd.

De determinaties gebeurden voor de meeste soorten aan de hand van de sleutel voor de

Asteroidea van Clark and Rowe (1971). In dit werk zijn ook alle taxonomische revisies

verwerkt. Voor de enkele soorten die niet in deze sleutel voorkwamen- werd additionele

literatuur geraadpleegd (James,1973; Ebert, 1976; Baker& Marsh, 1976).

Uit de resultaten xerd geconcludeerd dat het l\1MNP&R een rijke en diverse Asteroidea fauna

herbergt. Wegens de beperkingen van de gebruikte techniek bij het lokaliseren van cryptische

en zeldzame soorten, en de relatief korte tijdspanne van het veldonderzoek wordt de
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aanwezigheid van nog niet ontdekte soorten, voor het :MMNP&R, ais een aan zekerheid

gren.zende waarschijnlijkheid geacht.

De ontdekking van Choriaster granulatus, Fromia monilis en Neoferdina kuhli zijn eerste

vaststellingen voor Oost-Afrika. Halityle regularis, Pentaeeraster horridus, Pentaeeraster

tuberclllatus en Euretaster eribrosus vertegenwoordigen "new records" voor de Keniaanse

kust. De vaststelling dat de overgrote meerderheid van de aanwezige zeesterren tot de orde

Valvatida behoren, stemt overeen met de bevindingen van andere onderzoekers. Globaal

genomen constateert men een 'algemene toename in de relatieve significantie van deze orde

naarmate men naar de tropen toe gaat.

Voor het bekomen van data in verband met het relatieve populatiedichtheidsonderzoek werd

, na het uittesten van verschillende technieken geopteerd voor het uitvoeren van tij dstransecten.

Deze hebben het nadeel dat ze geen statistisch vergeIijk toelaten van densiteiten tussen

verschillende sites en samplingmethodes, doch hebben het grote voordeel makkelijk

uitvoerbaar te zijn, en niet veel materiaal te vereisen (voor een Afrika belangrijk argument).

Zoals bij de meeste andere niet destructieve transectmethodes, wordt echter ook bij deze

techniek het gewicht van de cryptische en goed gecamoufleerde soorten onderschat.

Ongeacht deze gebreken, werd vastgesteid dat in het binnenrif de zeegrasbedden gedomineerd

worden door Protoreaster lincki en Pentaeeraster spp.. Tevens werd vastgesteld dat het

aantal zeesterren in een Iocatie evenredig was met de afstand van deze Iocatie tot het park.

Dit is waarschijnlijk gecorreleerd met een stijging van de predatiedruk naarmate men naar het

park toegaat. De belangrijkste predator van de zeesterren. in het MMNP is de trekkersvis

Balistapus undulatus. In 1994 werd in het park een trekkersvissenconcentratie aan van 20

kg/Ha (McClanahan, 1996) vastgesteid. In het reservaat op 2.5 kIn van de parkgrens werd

gelijktijdig een dichtheid van 0 kg/ha genoteerd.

In het buitenrif van het park, dat bestaat uit hard koraa! maar uit vooral zacht koraal en

sponzen, werd een dominantie vastgesteid van Lmekia guidindii, terwijl Linckia laevigata en

Linekia multiflora ook uitdrukkelijk aanwezig waren. Deze soorten zijn bekend am hun

enorm vermogen tot regeneratie en asexuele reproductie. Uit deze gegevens werd de

hypothese gevormd dat het weI eens juist deze hoge predatiedruk zou kunnen zijn, die soorten

ais Linekia, met hun buitengewone regeneratievermogen, in staat stelt am soorten met lagere

regeneratiecapaciteiten te verdringen.

De densiteit van Acanthaster planei was nergens van deze grootte dat zij een probleem of

bedreiging voor de koraalfauna vormd.
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De ecologische behoeften van zeesterren zijn nog nergens goed bestudeerd en van de soorten

voorkomend in Oost-Afrika is op dit punt nog zo goed als niets geweten. Een uiterst bruikbare

techniek om de ecologische belangrijkheid van de Asteroidea fauna te demonstreren is de

studie van hun voedingsgedrag. Aquariumexperimenten in verband met het voedingsgedrag

van zeesterren blijven hoog artificieel en het is bekend dat zeesterren in gevangenschap een

totaal ander voedingsgedrag kunnen vertonen dan in hun natuurlijke habitat. Tevens is

geweten dat de effecten van het aanraken en manipuleren van de dieren verregaande

veranderingen teweeg brengen in hun gedragspatroon. Tevens mag het onderzoeken van

maaginhouden als onzinnig beschouwd worden, daar het merendeel van de tropische soorten

een extra-oraal voedingsgedrag hebben. Observaties van het voedingsgedrag in de natuurlijke

habitat zijn' daarom betrouwbaarder. Het voedingsgedrag in het !\1l'v1NP&R werd onderzocht

tijdens verschillende duik- en snorkelsessies. Hiervoor werd een simpele maar effectieve'

methode gebruikt. Telkens werd het te onderzoeken exemplaar snel omgedraaid. Daar aIle

zeesterren gevonden in het :M:MNP&R een extra-oraa! voedingsgedrag hebben, werd bij de

etende exemplaren uitgestulpte maag vastgesteld. Het half verteerde materiaal dat nu door de

zich terugtrekkende maag ontbloot werd, werd vervolgens geidentificeerd en indien nodig

verzameld voor onderzoek onder de binoculair in het labo.

,De Asteroidea fauna van het :MJ\1NP&R vertoonde sommige interspecifieke variaties wat

betreft hun dieet, doch de meesten bleken zich te voeden met de epibentische detritusfilm van

organisch materiaal. Er werden geen observaties gedaan van predatie op molusken of

bivalven. Sporadische predatie van Echinoiden werd weI opgemerkt.

Door hun systematisch graasgedrag in de perifere rifgebieden, hebben de Asteroidea (samen

met de Echinoidea) een belangrijke invloed op hetrifecosysteem. Dit komt door het

vertragen van de kolonisatie van harde koralen en door reduetie van het algentapijt. Hierdoor

zouden de Asteroidea weI eens een sluitsteensoort functie kunnen vervullen in het rif door

controle uit te oefenen op de successie van de algen.

Om inzicht te verkrijgen in de habitatpreferentie van de Asteroidea, werd telkens een

schatting gemaakt van de substraatbedekking. Dit gebeurde door gebruik te maken van vaste

categorieen (hard koraal, zacht koraal/sponzen, zand, turfalgen en macroalgenlzeegras),

tijdens het uitvoeren van de transecten. Bijkomende informatie aangaande microhabitat en

positie van het dier werd eveneens genoteerd.

Van de 18 soorten die gevonden werden In het :M1\1NP&R, werden er6 (Choreaster

granulatus, Fromia monilis, Gomophia egyptica, Linckia multifIore, Nardoa variolata en

Neoferdina kuhli) enkel in het buitenrif gevonden. Zeven andere soorten (Halityle regularis,
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Pentaceraster horridus, P. mammillatus, P. tuberculatus, Leiaster coriaceus, Asterina burtoni

en Euretaster cribrosus) werden enkel gevonden in het birtnenrif. Sommige soorte~ werden

zowel in het binnenrif als in het buitenrif gevonden (Acanthaster planci, Culcita

schmideliana, Protoreaster lincki, Linckia laevigata en L. guidingiii), alhoewel hierbij

dikwijls een duidelijke voorkeur voor een van de riffen vastgesteld werd. Geen enkele soort

werd gevonden in getijdenpoelen. Hoewel Acanthastar planci, Fromia monilis, Gomophia

egyptiaca, Linckia multifora, Neoferdina kuhli en Nardoa variolata soms nog gevonden

werden aan de basis van de rifhelling, werden ze nooit aangetroffen op de zeebodem weg van

het rif. Deze soorten kunnen dus beschouwd worden als koraalrifsoorten en hun distributie is

verschillenq. van bijvoorbeeld Choreaster granulatus en eulcita schmideliana die ook

, gevonden werden op de diepere zeebodem weg van het rif en Pentaceraster spp of

Protoreaster lincki die vooral gevonden werden op de zeegrasbedden in het binnenrif.

De meeste gevonden soorten van het MMNP&R kunnen beschouwd worden als zijnde

"grote" soorten die bij dag een niet-cryptisch voorkomen vertonen. Zowel in het binnen- als

in het buitenrif werd hierbij een duidelijke adult-dominantie opgemerkt. De juvenielen van

deze soorten zouden in hun vroege ontwikkeling onder koraalbrokken kunnen vertoeven,

waardoor ze minder detecteerbaar zijn voor de gebruikte techniek. Ook andere onderzoekers

die werkten op de Asteroidea fauna in koraalriffen stelden een adulte dominantie vast van

deze populaties (Clark, 1921 in Yamagushi, 1977; Ebert, 1976; Yamagushi, 1977).

De larven van koraalrifzeesterren vereisen in het algemeen een vast substraat om hun eerste

ontwikkelingen te volbrengen. Er werd vastgesteld (Yamagushi, 1973) dat koraalwieren

(coralline algae) de favoriete hechtplaatsen vormen voor vele soorten. Yamagushi bemerkte

de afwezigheid van juveniele asteroiden ap substraten die werden gekoloniseerd door de

echinoide grazers Echinometra en Echinotrix. Het zijn juist deze zee-egels die in het recente

verleden van het IvIMNP&R een populatie-explosie ondergaan hebben door het ongelimiteerd

wegvissen van hun predatoren (McClanahan, 1990). Na de invoering van het ''Park and

Reserve" -statuut merken we de laatste jaren een herstel van de vispopulaties op qua

diversiteit, gronite, en populatiedichtheid, en een achteruitgang van het zee-egelbestand

(McClanahanI995,1996, 1997). Het meten van, en de evolutie in biodiversiteit en

populatiedichtheid v~n de zeesterrenfauna, zou als bioindicator een bruikbaar en handig

hulpmiddel kunnen zijn bij de opvolging van een zich van overbevissing herstellend rif (met

als uitzondering populatiegroei van de koraaleter Acanthaster planci).

•
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Abstract
Biodiversity, abundance, feeding preference and habitat data on an assemblage of shallow

water, coral-reef starfish (Asteroidea) were gathered over four months at Mombassa National

Marine Park and Reserve. M1VINP&R contain a fringing reef and are situated between

Mombassa town and Mtwapa creek on the East African coast of the Western Indian Ocean. It

has not been known to carry an outbreak of the corallivorous crown-of-thorns starfish

(Acanthaster planci) and its coral cover is well developed. Specimens required primarily for

identification were collected by means of circ1esampling, time transects and random searches.

In addition, a selection of large and small, dead coral slabs were overturned and cryptic

specimens located beneath these slabs were collected. Data for the abundance investigation

. was collected -by means of 30' time transects in the inner and outerr-reef. In the shallow

inner-reef the surveys were done using snorkelling equipment while investigation of the

outerr-reef was done with the use of SCUBA gear. Additional investigation was done to

obtain information about the habitat preferences of the species. When doing the transects for

habitat, abundance or species presence surveys, species were turned over to detect the food

preference of the animals. The identifications of the species were done under supervision of

Prof. Jangoux at the laboratory for Oceanology, ULB Brussels.

'The finding of Choriaster granulatus, Fromia monilis, Neoferdina kuhli are new records for

East Africa while Halityle regularis, Pentaceraster horridus, Pentaceraster tuberculatus and

Euretaster cribrosus represent new records for the coast ofKenya

It was found that MMNP&R carries a rich and diverse aste~oid fauna but the imperfectness of

the time transect method especially in regard to cryptic species indicates that additional

species are still to be located. Of the 18 starfish species found in M1VINP&R, 6 (Choreaster

granulatus, Fromia monilis, Gomophia egyptica, Linclda multiflore, Nardoa variolata and

Neoferdina kuhli) were located only in the outerr-reef. An additional seven species (Halityle

regularis, Pentaceraster horridus, P. mammillatus, P. tuberculatus, Leiaster coriaceus,

Asterina burtoni and Euretaster cribrosus) were found only in the inner-reef. Some specimens

were located in the inner as well as the outerr-reef (Acanthaster planci, Culcila schmideliana,

Protoreaster lincki, Linckia laevigata and L. guidingii), though a preference for one of the

reefs was obvious for some of these species. None of the species were found in intertidal

areas. While, Acanthastar planci, Fromia monilis, Gomophia egyptiaca, Linckia multi/ora,

Neoferdina kuhli and Nardoa variolata were sometimes found at the base of the reef slope,

they were never observed on the sea floor away from the reef The preceding species can be
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regarded as coral-reef species and their distribution differs from that of species such as

Choreaster granulatus and Culcita schmideliana that were also found in the deeper off-reef

waters in the :rvt:MNP&R region or Pentaceraster spp and Protoreaster lincki who wer~ manly

found in the inner-reefs sea grass beds. The observation that most species (all except one) of ,

starfish found on MMNP&R belong to the order of the Valvatida corresponds with the results

of other investigations done in the tropical regions, and a general increase in relative

significance of this order toward the tropics is noted.

The asteroids found on :MMNP&R showed some inter-specific variation with respect to diet I

but most species appeared to feed on e~elt. J-J. '1 I

In the inner-reef there is a general increase of the total number of starfish from the park to the

reserve. This is most likely an effect of the "full protection" status of the park in regard to

fishery, which is reflected in a higher density of the main predator of the starfish (the

triggerfish Balistapus undulatus) at the park. In the park's outerr-reef a dominance of

Linckias was noted;, these species are well known for their extraordinary regenerative

capacities and their autonomous asexual reproduction capabilities. These qualities surely

increase their surviving opportunities in an area with high predation pressure.

The asteroid communities ofMMNP&R were clearly adult-dominated, although the juveniles

of these species might complete their early development under boulders and are for that

reason difficult to detect with the used method. Still, many workers who have studied coral

reef asteroid populations have noted the adult-dominated size structure of these populations.
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1.1ntroduction

1.1 :General description of Kenyan reefs

The Kenyan coastline commences not far south of the equator and extends a little over 450

lan. Like most of this region, the continental shelf is narrow, and supports fringing reefs and

patch reefs, which lie mostly'0.5-2 kIn off-shore. However, coral reefs are restricted to the

area south of the sediment-laden Tanner River, which empties in the Indian Ocean some 50

lan north of Maligned. Gaps in the reef occur near the mouths of rivers, where tidal creeks

and river deltas are found.

Most leeward sections of the reef have an erosion lagoon that varies in depth from 0.2 to 10'

meter at mean low water (Kenya has a 4-meter tidal range). Seagrasses are the dominant

cover in the lagoons, but many reefs contain coral outcrops that are inhabited by the greatest

diversity of fish (McClanahan et all 1994) and invertebrates (McClanahan 1990). Fishing is

frequently focused within these coral outcrops, particularly during low tides when waters are

usually less than 2 meters deep and seas are calm.

Figure 1: Current patterns (solid lines) and wind directions (dashed lines) during (a) the
SE and (b) the NE monsoon in the East African region. (from McClanahan,1988)
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The shoreline has an extensive fossil- reef, which is rises a few meters above sea level.

Plantation of this has resulted in areas along the shore with reef flats; although these are

probably not actively accreting. Live fringing reef is found a little seaward in several areas,

notably at the Marine Parks ofMalindi, Watamu, Mombassa and Kisite-Mpunguti. Off-shore,

along most parts of the coast, patch reefs rise from water a few meters or a few tens of meters

in depth. An estimated 530 km2 of mangroves and extensive sandy beaches borders the coast.

McClanahan (1988) made a review of the existing literature on the seasonality in East Africa's

coastal waters.

The coastal climate, currents and winds are dominated by the seasonal monsoon winds. From

April to October, winds are from the southeast while for the rest of the year they blow from

the northeast. Currents are derived from the South Equatorial Current, which splits on

reaching the coast of Tanzania. The northerly flow, the East African Coastal Current, flows

along the Kenyan coast causing a northward water movement for most of the year. Current

velocity is high, averaging between two and four knots. Under the influence of the north-east

monsoon the wind changes direction and blows parallel to the coastline from North to South.

This slows down the northerly water movement and eventually reverses it, whereby in the

northern part of the country in particular, the current reverses and flows southwards. This

Somali Counter Current can reach as far as Mombassa before it leaves the ;~ast.l ~Gt.-- ~\ t )

Tides are of the mixed, semi-diurnal type, with spring amplitudes exceeding three meters

These cause strong, localised currents in breaks around the reefs which are superimposed onto

the overall longshore current. Annual rainfall exceeds 800 mm, and there are freshwater

inputs from rivers, the main drainage lines being the Tana, Sabaki and Ramisi, and a few

seasonal rivers. Since reefs are limited to the narrow continental shelf, these inputs have an

important controlling effect, through both freshwater and sediment.

The long rains of April-May cause large pulses in river derived sediments, which are

transported north with the East African Coastal Current. The shorter rains in November cause

a second peak of discharged sediment, which may be transported south along the shore.

About 140 species of coral have been recorded (Hamilton, 1975 in Sheppard and Wells,

1988). The genus Goniastrea is particularly important and contributes heavily to the growing

edge of the mainland fringing reef It tends to become less common towards the south, where

Platygyra increases in importance. Species of Acropora and Pocillopora are common, with

the former generally being the most important genus on the reefs (as is the case in most parts

of the Indian Ocean). Porites is also important, and both branching and massive species are
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found. Some submerged reefs are almost monospecific coral barrens of Galaxea clavus.

While the inner-reef is dominated by hard-corals, the outer in contrast consists mainly of soft

corals and sponges.
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1.2:Study site: Mombasa Marine National Park and Reserve.

The field work for this thesis was conducted in the Mombassa Marine National Park (NININP)

and the adjacent Reserve(see fig. I). Transects were done in the outerr-reef, the inner-reef and

in the lagoons of the park and the adjacent reserve.

Study side
. 1: Coral Garden 2: Starfisfpoint 3: Reef
4: Silver Beach
5: Mtwapa Reef 6:Sharlc Point 7: Brainy Coral
8: Lobster Bank 9: Fish Head

Mombasa Marine Park boundary 1<l-'" Coral reef

MOlDbasa Marine Reserve boundary
-----Mainroad

The remaining fishers fished1996).

levels during later periods. The adjacent

reef (Ras Iwatine and the Kenyatta beach)

was consequently declared a marine

reserve allowing '<traditional" methods of

fishing (traps, gill nets and handlines) .

The Ras Iwatine study site is 2.5 km

south of the parks southern boundary and

corresponds with the transect site

"reef'. The conversion from unregulated

to traditional fishing was also slow and

not completed until around 1994. The

fishers working in the Kenyatta Beach

site were reduced by about 68% in 1991,

when they were excluded from the park,

and their fishing area was reduced by

about 63% from 8 to 3 krn2 (.McClanahan,

The J\1MNP (1 Okm2
) was declared a

protected area, excluding fishing in 1987.

But total exclusion of the fishing did not

occur until late 1991. Furthermore,

frequent night poaching occurred during

the first year after the park's

establishment and continued at lower
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Figure 2: Map of :Ml\1NP&R located between Mombasa town and Mtwapa Creek. The

park is in the northern section of the reef and the reserve is in the southern section

(From McClanahan, 1996)
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unrestricted for the first 2 years in the reserve area adjacent to the park. After August 1991

sporadic poaching continued in the park at night until August 1992, when about. half of the

remaining fishers were arrested and fined for poaching.

After these arrests, a night patrol was established and night poaching was reduced but not

eliminated. Consequently, the reduction of night poaching in august 1992 probably represents

the true beginning of the park in terms of fish protection, but fishing pressure probably

decreased gradually from 1989 to 1992. As from early 1993, efforts were made to restrict

spearfishing and the use of pull seines with small mesh sizes « Scm diagonal length).

Efforts were sporadic, only partially successful, and did not result in a firm policy until June

1994, when spearfishing and pull seines were excluded and mesh sizes were regulated with

greater effort.

The objectives of the lIIMNP&R are amongst others "to preserve and maintain a

representative area of coral-reef ecosystem plus the beaches and other ecological features and

to encourage public understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of the natural resource

through interpretation, education and provision of recreational opportunities" (Visser 1991).

It should be noted however, that this park and reserve abut the most important and extensively

developed tourist area in Kenya.

In the inner-reef, transects were done on four locations of MMNP and the reserve. Location

"Coral Garden" is the main gathering place for glass bottom boats and located in the centre of

the park near the reef platform. This site was known for its wealth of corals, and its coral

cover is the highest of the four sample sites (a great number of corals died shortly after the

fieldwork was finished. This was probably due to the extremely high water temperatures

persisting over a long period and a long lasting change in current direction, which brought

nutrients and sediment out of Mtwapa creek into the Coral Garden. In the shallow lagoon this

caused bleaching and was followed by dying of the corals and an algae boom). "Starfish

Point" is still in the park but very near the border with the reserve. This site used to be known

for its abundance of starfish, but local fishermen and KWS (Kenya Wildlife Service) rangers

tend to believe that the number is rapidly decreasing. This is impossible to check since no

previous survey was conducted on starfish in MMNP. The side "reef' is located in the centre

of the reserve and it is covered with patchy corals in sea grass beds. The last location that was

chosen for sampling in the inner-reef is called "Silver Beach". This site is still in the reserve

but further away from the park area as "reef'.

There is only one place in the area of the park where a gap in the reef plateau (at Mtwapa

creek) makes it possible for boats to cross the reef at high tide. Transport to the outerr-reef
/
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was made possible thanks to Barracuda Diving Club, who allowed us to join their boat for

free when they went out. Anchoring is not allowed in the park. Instead the use of a vast buoy

is obligatory to avoid anchoring damage to the corals. Due to this, all surveys in the outerr

reef were done near these anchoring points which were all in the park. The reserve was also

too far from this gap to be within reach of the fuel capacity distance.

,/
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1.3:General introduction:

In the Western-Indian Ocean, the asteroid fauna has been studied in Mozambique by Jangoux

(1972) and Walenkamp (1990), in South Africa by Thandar (1989), in Somalia by Tortonese

(1980), in the Gulf of Suez by James and Pearce (1969), in the Red Sea by Clark (1967) and

Tortonese (1960,1977,1979), in the Arabian Gulf by Price (1981), in the Iranian Gulf by

Mortensen (1940), in India by Koehler (1910) and James (1973), on the Andaman and

Nicobar Islands by Julka and'Das (1978), and on the Maldives Islands by Clark and Spencer

Davis (1965) and by Jangoux and Aziz (1985), in the Sechelles by AM. Clark (1984), the

Maladives by Bell (1902) and AM. Clark and Davies (1965) and in Madagascar by Baker &

Marsh (1976).

For Kenya, however literature is scarce and outdated. Humphreys (1981) gives a very short~

brief and poorly descriptive checklist for the echinoderms in the marine parks of Kenya, but

this does not include the J\.1.MNP because at that time it did not yet exist. In general we can

state that the literature on East African echinoderms is very scarce. The literature that

includes the echinoderms are, if existing, mostly field guides. Some of these have major

problems in identifying the species and even on the class level some very confusing things

have been written. For example in "Guide to the world of corals"(Mojette, 1995) The starfish

Linckia laevigata turns out to be a sea urchin, while the brittle star Ophiderma rubicundum

becomes a starfish. In "the Red Sea"(doubilet et all, 1993) the most famous starfish of all, the

crown-of-thorns,- Acanthaster planci is referred to as being a sea urchin. Often these errors

occur because everybody keeps referring to the same source.

For long the lack of commercial significance of starfish has limited the opportunities available

for their study. Nevertheless, echinoderms are increasing in popularity among marine

biologists. The ecological requirements of asteroid species occurring within the Indo-West

Pacific region have not been studied extensively and not at all of those occurring in East

Africa. A most useful approach towards demonstrating the ecological importance and intrinsic

interest of asteroids is by a study of their feeding activities (Sloan, 1980).

Paine (1966 in Sloan, 1980) was the first to attract the attention of ecologists to the fact that

asteroid f~eding could be an important factor in the ecology of some benthic communities.

Aquarium observations on the feeding behaviour of asteroids are relatively artificial. It is

well known that captive asteroids can use food they disregard or never or rarely meet in the

fleld (Jangoux, 1982). An other major problem in working with captive asteroids is the effect

of handling (Sloan, 1980), and it is clear that this should be avoided because it can strongly
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influence behavioural responses. Investigations on stomach contents to determine feeding

habits of asteroids is a rather questionable method as numerous species feed extra-orally.

Field observations are certainly more reliable. The advent of SCUBA diving has enabled

much new and valuable information on subtidal asteroids to be obtained from in situ

observations of undisturbed animals (Sloan, 1980).

The severe effects of Acanthaster p1anci predation are well documented ( Robinson, 1971)

and the change in coral population structure following an A. planci population outbreak was

reported by Cameron et all (1991). Little is known of the other coral-reef starfish species, and

the reproductive patterns, population stability and diversity of starfish assemblages on reefs

that have not carried population outbreaks of Acanthaster p1anci are poorly understood.

NrMNP&:R is such a reef.

It is known that many species occur on coral reefs throughout the Pacific region (Clark and

Rowe, 1971), while others possess a more restricted distribution. Coral reef asteroids in the

Indo- West Pacific faunal region may be divided into two groups, one widely distributed from

continental areas to out among the scattered oceanic islands and the other found only along

the continental landmass and proximal islands. Yamaguchi (1977) suggests that these

differences in geographical distribution patterns might be the result of differences in the

modes of larval swimming behaviour; positive geotaxis in the continental species in contrast

with the negative geotaxis in the widely distributed species. For the Western Indian ocean

species a similar distribution mechanism might be suggested, these patterns of distribution

were verified by composing distribution maps for the species of :MMNP&R. A range of

reproductive strategies is found in coral reef asteroids Within coral reef asteroids, asexual

reproduction has been observed in Linckia guildingii, Linckia multifora, Ophidiaster

robillardi, Echinaster luzonicus and Asterina anomala (Emson and Wilkie, 1980).

The larvae of coral reef asteroids generally require' a solid substrate to complete their

development, and a coralline algal substrate has been observed as the chosen settling surface

for many species (Yamaguchi, 1973). Yamaguchi (1975) noticed the absence of asteroid

juveniles on substrates which were colonised by the grazing echinoids Echinometra and

Echinotrix. In the resent history of Ml\1NP&R these echinoids were highly abundant due to

overfishing (McClanahan 1990) of there predators in the past. The last years the fish

populations in .MM1\TP are recovering and population densities are almost comparable with

those of areas with a long protected status (McClanahan 1995,1996,1997) and consequently

the sea urchin abundance are decreasing (McClanahan 1997). The monitoring of the increase

in asteroid biodiversity and population density might be an easy tool for the detection, and a

/'
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bioindication of a recovering reef (with the exception of population increases of Acanthaster

planei). The habitat requirements of most coral reef asteroid species, and the ecological roles

of rare as well as of more common species are not yet fully understood.

1.4:Statement of the problem:

The :MMNP&R can be consi~ered as a transition reef because of it's relatively recent status as

a protected area. The influence of this status in regard to the asteroid community is expected

to be reflected in a difference in the population density between the fully protected Park and

the semi protected Reserve. This because the recovery of the fish populations (which include

the main predator of the asteroids, the Triggerfish, Balistapus undulatus) will be more

pronounced in the fully protected park area.

The asteroids feeding behaviour is (because of their systematic grazing of the reef perimeter,

by which they are slowing down the rate of colonisation of hard coral and reduce the algae

mat (Laxton, 1974)) an important factor in the ecology of some benthic communities and

coral reef ecosystems. By this asteroids may have a keystone role in the reefs perimeter by

controlling the succession of the algae and corals in that region.

Because no previous investigations were done in regard to the Asteroidea fauna ofMMNP&R

nothing was know about the composition of their community and their response to the

establishing of the park.

The aim of this thesis is to obtain information about and to find answers for the following

questions:

~ Which species are present in Ml'vfNP&R?

~ Is this in correlation with previous investigations in that area?

~ What is the relative population density of these species?

~ Is there a pattern of distribution?

~ What seems to be the habitat preference of these species?

}o> What is the feeding behaviour of these species?

/
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1.5:Phylum Echinodermata

1.5.1 :General features of the phylum Echinodermata

The echinoderms represented by the starfish and their relatives (sea urchin, sea cucumbers,

feather stars and brittle stars) have come to symbolize the ocean realm. They are

extraordinarily attractive and 'usually harmless and are therefore a pleasure to observe and

study. For the same reason, they are readily collected, and the dried skeletons of starfishs or

urchins have graced curio collections for several centuries.

The phylum~chinodermata is an ancient lineage, not too distantly related to the phylum

Chordata. There are approximately 16 extinct classes of Echinoderms, with more than 13.000'

fossil species now described; many of them seem bizarre in comparison with their present-day

relatives. The group apparently had a long Precambrian history, for Echinoderms were

already fairly common 600 million years ago. Even those earliest forms had a well-developed

skeleton and a diversity ofbody plans.

~ Phylum Echinodermata II
I

I I I

I GinCTlOa I I Asterozoa I I &:hinozoa I
I

I I
I I I I I

I Class Crinoi dea
r I Class AS1l:roidca I I Class Ophiuroidea I IClass Co~rv:iC)'=loide-< I I Class Echinoi dea II Class Hololluroidea I

Figure 3: overview phylum Echinodermata (From T. van Bout: Thesis)

At least 6500 species of Echinoderms are alive today, and six living classes have been

recognized. The starfishs (Class Astaroidea, approximately 1800 living species) have five or

more hollow arms radiating from a central body or disc. Brittle stars and basket stars (Class

Ophiuroidea, approximately 700 living species) have five solid snakelike or branching arms

and a small central disc. The stalked sea lilies and unstalked feather stars (class Crinoidea,

approximately 700 living species) have a central body and five or more long, featherlike arms.

In sea urchins (Class Echinoidea, 900 living species), there are no arms; the body is equipped

with movable spines of various lengths. "Regular" urchins are typically subspherical;

«irregular" urchins include the ovoid heart urchins the discoidal sand dollars. Sea cucumbers

(Class Holothuroidea, approximately 1200 living species) have a more or less cylindrical

body, lacking arms and spines, and a ring of feeding tentacles surrounds the mouth.
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In the recently discovered sea daisies (Class Concentricycloidea, 2 living species), the body is

discoidal and arms are lacking. These stange concentricycloids appear to live exclusively on

pieces ofwood on the deep sea floor.

What do all the living species of Echinoderms have, or lack, that makes them distinctive?

The Echinoderms possess three unique and distinctive features: a body plan with five-part

(pentamerous) symmetry, an internal calcite skeleton, and a water-vascular system of fluid

filled vessels that are manifested externally as structures called tube feed. However, many

other specializations, such as their nervous and circulatory systems and mode of development,

separate the Echinoderms from the other animal groups. Casual examination first reveals the

absence of head and eyes, and closer examination/inspection shows that the brain and heart

are lacking as well. The sexes are usually separate, as determined by examination of gonadal

structures, but it is generally impossible to distinguish a male from a female echinoderm

based on outward appearance.

Five-part symmetry is evident in the five-armed starfishs and brittle stars, and in the five

"petals" on the top of a sand dollar. It is not obvious in most sea cucumbers, which are often

cylindrical and nearly featureless externally. Internally, however, five muscle bands and other

structures confirm the pentamerous body plan of the sea cucumbers. This general organization

, is unique in the animal kingdom, and it has been the exclusive property of Echinoderms

throughout most of their long fossil history. Some unusual fossil Echinoderms from Lower

Paleozoic, 500 million to 600 million years ago, show no trace of radial symmetry;

asymmetry was evidently much less successful than the five-part body plan.

In all the living Echinoderms the body has a skeleton (test) composed of calcium carbonate in

the mineral form called calcite. The skeleton is internal, formed within the dermis, and

almost always invested with soft tissue. The individual pieces of calcite (known as ossicles)

may be quite large, 3 cm or more across in some species, and may form a hard, rigid test, as in

sand dollars. In contrast, most sea cucumbers have microscopic ossicle embedded in a

relative soft body wall. Linking the ossicles is an array of muscle and/or orligament that is

uniquely specialised to regulate the stiffness of the body wall and to control the movements of

its appendages. This unique construction, restricted to the phylum, permits lightly calcified

sea cucumbers rapidly and reversably to transform from a rock hard to, an almost liquid state;

it endows heavily skeletonised starfishs with amazing pliability.

Another feature that distinguishes echinoderms is a water-vascular system composed of

branching, fluid-filled vessels that give rise to specialised structures such as the remarkable

tube feet. Tube feet on different parts of the body are variously modified for locomotion,
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adhesion to the substrate, respiration, burrowing, manipulating food, sensory perception, or

performing a combination of tasks. Contraction and relaxation of internal, muscularized

reservoirs alter pressure in the system and can cause extension and retraction of the tube feet,

with all of these movements under precise nervous control.

Although the tube feet and other locomotory structures of Echinoderms are capable of rapid

movement, Echinoderm locomotion is generally a slow process. For that reason, the best

records of Echinoderm behaviour have been made using time-lapse cinematography. Methods

of locomotion vary. Holothuroids can glide along the seafloor with the aid of their tube feet

or move in a sluglike manner. Sea urchins, starfishs, and some brittle stars can also creep

with the aid of their tube feet. The sea urchins can use leverage provided by their spines to

aid in locomotion, and some brittle stars hop across the sea bottom by "breast-stroking"

movements of their arms. The feather stars can pull themselves slowly ahead with their arms

and reattach to the substratum with their cirri. Swimming behaviour is known in many

feather stars and in several species of deep-sea sea cucumbers and brittle stars.

Echinoderms are usually of modest size, most ranging up to 10 cm in length or diameter.

Very large species are not common, although some brittle stars can exceed 1 m diameter, and

some sea cucumbers can exceed 2 m in length. However, in some extinct sea lilies, the stalk

exceeds 20 m in length. Some species are brilliantly coloured and others are drab; depending

on their pigmentation pattern and behaviour, they may be conspicuous, but many

Echinoderms are camouflaged in their chosen habitat. In addition, many Echinoderms are

cryptic during the day and venture in the open only after dark, when visual predators are at a

disadvantage. Predation on some Echinoderms is infrequent, partly because they are

inconspicuous, because of their protective calcite skeleton, and because many species contain

toxins that repel predators. Other defensive structures include long, sharp spines and the

poisonous pincer organs (pedicellariae) of sea urchins and sticky Cuvierian tubules discharged

by some sea cucumbers. However echinoderms compose a major food resource for certain

fish and crustacean species, and some are relished by humans as well.

Echinoderms also survive predation through their amazing ability to regenerate lost body

parts. If a predatory fish bites off the arm of a brittle star, starfish, or feather star, the lost

parts can be replaced in a matter of a few weeks or months. Some Echinoderms are capable

of voluntarily severing parts of their body (a process called autonomy) when attacked. A

brittle star seized by its arm tip can amputate the arm and escape Some sea cucumbers can

eject their intestine and associated organs when disturbed. The lost structures can be regrown;
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sand dollars regrow spines and larger parts of the body that are lost to predators, and crinoids

regenerate lost arms and even the visceral mass.

For some species of brittle star, starfish, and sea cucumber, this power of regeheration is

employed during asexual reproduction. In that process, an individual divides into two or

more pieces, and each piece develops into a complete adult. However, this method of

reproduction is much less widespread than sexual reproduction. The gametes are typically

ejected into the seawater, where fertilisation takes place. The fertilised egg usually develops

into a free-swimming larval stage that lives in the plankton for several days or weeks. The

nearly microscopic larvae look so very different from adult echinoderms that they were once

regarded as a totally unrelated group of organisms.

Each of the echinoderm classes has a distinctive larvae, and the characteristics of the larvae

are generally indicative of the various echinoderm families, genera, and species. Some

echinoderm species complete the cycle of birth, reproduction, and death in a year or less, and

other species live for several decades and reproduce many times.

The echinoderms are almost exclusively marine animals, and only a few species can survive

in brackish waters. Aside from that limitation, they occupy a wide spectrum of oceanic

habitats, ranging from tide pools to the greatest depths of the sea.

Their habits and habitats are greatly varied. In rocky intertidal zones and coral reefs, starfishs

and sea urchins are often conspicuous, but brittle stars inhabit crevices. Offshore, burrowing

brittle stars and sea urchins may form vast "beds" in soft sediments. In deep waters, sea lilies

occur on both rocky and soft bottoms, and sea cucumbers can dominate on soft sediments in

the abyss.

Where echinoderms occur in immense numbers, they can exert considerable influence on the

ecosystem. Dense populations of sea urchins can denude vast tracks of seaweed and seagrass;

starfishs can decimate coral reef co~unities and plunder beds of oysters and clams. On the

other hand, other sea urchins and some sea cucumbers are responsible for the production and

winnowing of vast quantities of the world's seafloor sediments. Certain sea cucumbers and

sea urchins are prized as food, and tons of them are fished commercially every year.
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1.5.2:Class Asteroidea

The general body form of an asteroid is stellate (star-shaped) with a central disk and

symmetrical projecting arms (rays). The rays typically number five, although species with 50

rays are known The length of the arms of shallow-water species can be several times the

diameter of the disc, or they may barely extend beyond the disk margin in species with a

pentagonal shape; a few starfishs are nearly spherical.

Figure 4 : Major anatomic features of a starfish: A in dorsal view; B in ventral view
(From Hendler et all 1995)

Among the distinctive features on the upper surface of the disk is an interradially located

madreporite, often of a contrasting colour and usually intricately furrowed and perforated with

microscopic pores; species with more than five arms, and asexually reproducing starfishs,

may have numerous madreporites. The surface of a living starfish may look and feel "furry"

because of abundant papulae, which are transparent, retractable evaginations of the body

cavity, ciliated both inside and out. Singly or in-groups, papulae protrude through

microscopic pores between the plates of the disk and arms, providing a surface for respiratory

gas exchange. Asteroids typically have an array of spines, tubercules, and granules attached

to underlying skeletal plates. The upper surface of some starfishs is covered by paxillae,

closely spaced plates with a mushroom-shaped central column crowned with radiating

spinelets Under moderate magnification, these paxillae look like a field of daisies.

Small pincerlike pedicellariae, sometimes large enough to be perceptible with the naked eye,

may occur on the top and bottom surface of the arms and disk. They differ from pedicellariae

in the sea urchins, becayse they usually have only two valves and lack a stalk ossicle. In
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different specIes, starfishs pedicellariae take a variety of shapes and Sizes, from simple

modified spines, clustered in a circlet, to highly specialised structures with two opposing

hooklike valves. Their characteristic shapes are of great taxonomic importance.

Pedicellariae act to rid areas around papulae of small organisms and debris and may also have

a role in prey capture; the large pedicellariae or batteries of smaller pincers of some species

can secure small fish- or shrimplike crustaceans on which the starfish feeds. Some, but not all,

starfishs have an anus near the centre of the disk, often set off by a distinctive ring of spines

or plates. Taxa lacking an anus eject waste material through the mouth.

Madreporite Anus·

Coelom
Ring canal

Mouth

Nerve ring Radial nerve Radial canal

Calcareous ossicle

Figure 5: Internal anatomy of a starfish (From Procton, 1977)

On the lower surface of the arms, a double series of ambulacral ossicles are united by muscle

and connective tissue in an inverted V-shape, the arcade of interconnected plates forming the

central arm furrow (ambulacral groove). Two series of tube feet project from the furrow, one

foot between each successive pair of ambulacral ossicles, and a terminal tube foot lies below

the ocular (terminal) plate at the tip of the arm. It often carries an optic cushion, composed of

cups of red-pigmented, light-sensitive cells, which in some species have associated lenses.

Depending on the family of starfish, the remaining tube feet possess, or lack, suckered tips.

Tube feet serve the starfish in locomotion, burrowing, and food gathering and function in

respiration in some species. Starfishs move by the co-ordinated stepping motions of groups of

tube feet that push the individual forward In species with suckered tube feet, the suction

generated by muscular retraction on the tube foot tip creates half the force of attachment, and

mucuous adhesion contributes the rest. It has been suggested that the pull of the starfish body
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against the tube feed enables stamsh to sense the pull of gravity. The tube feet can be

retracted into the arm furrow and the furrow then covered by movable spmes of the

ambulacrum.

,--_(---~~- abactinales

r carinales

superom arginales

"'T/:'-/-LI-- inferomarginales

~~~::<&~~I--\
)actinolater.ales

~'79r''-f---)

Figure 6: Brachial structure of a typical asteroid. arrangement and nomenclature of
the skeletal plates (From GuiIle, 1986)

In several families of starfish, the double series of skeletal plates (the upper supermarginals

and the lower inferomarginals, see fig.6), aligned at the edge of the arm, are distinguishable

from the plates composing the upper and the lower surface of the arms. The "marginals" may

bear erect spines, forming a conspicuous fringe that defines the perimeter of the stamsh.

Between the marginals and the plates at the top of the arm, sometimes arranged in a carinal

series, there are numerous calcareous plates that form a reticulate (netlike), imbricate

(overlapping), or tessellate (mosaic) meshwork. Connective tissue and series of circular and

longitudinal muscles are responsible for a starlish' s ability to change the shape of its arms. A

mouth, surrounded by five, multi-plate, triangular jaws, is situated ventrally at the centre of

the disk. Often the jaws are elevated and prominent, forming a conspicuous, composite

starshaped structure. The digestive tract organisation varies considerably among the starfishs.

It is generally better differentiated than that of other echinoderms, consisting in many species

of a two-chambered stomach, intestine, rectal ceca, and paired pyloric ceca, secretory-

~.
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absorptive organs that fill the larger body cavity within each arm. The gonads also have a

prominent

place in the arms and may form large, paired tufts of tubules aligned with the pyloric ceca.

Depending on the species, they may also form a series of smaller tufts connected by a shared

gonoduct or opening independently through a series of gonoducts on the interradial edge of

the arm.

jaw

inferomarginal
plate

(

\
"\
\.

paxillae

superomarginal
plate

Figure 7: anatomic features of a starfish arm and mouth region, in an
astropectinid; only the proximal part of an arm is shown in detail: A, in ventral
view; B in dorsal view. (From Hendler et all, 1995)

Starfishs are renowned for both their appetite and their diverse feeding strategies. Carnivorous

species prey on sponges, shellfish, crabs, corals, worms, or other echinoderms; a few are

cannibalistic. Some are scavengers, feeding on decaying fish and invertebrates. Sill others

are deposit feeders, filling their stomachs with mud from which they extract microscopic

organisms and organic matter, and suspension feeders glean prey and food particles from the
/
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water. Intraoral feeders take live prey into their stomach, sometimes drastically distending or

even rupturing their disk in the process. Intraoral digestion of resistant prey such as clams

may take over a week. Extraoral feeders, which extrude their stomach from' the disk,

consume a greater variety of animal preys. In the case of species that attack mollusks such as

oysters and mussels, their everted stomach can enter a gap just 0.1 mm wide. The opening is

created by the persistent pull of the starfish's tube feet against the bivalve's retractor muscles,

or the predator may take advantage of an imperfection in the seal of its prey's valves. In the

case of coral-eaters such as -the large tropical crown-of-thorn starfish of the Pacific, the

everted stomach is applied to a patch of coral until the soft tissue is digested and only

bleached coral skeleton remains. The impressive effectiveness of various starfishs as

predators has led to the evolution of some drastic escape behaviours of their prey. Referred to

as "Fright responses" the reactions include leaping and burrowing in bivalves, somersaulting·

in gastropods, "mushrooming" in limpets, and swimming in sea cucumbers and sea anemones.

Blake (1983, 1990) discerned a general relationship between a starfish systematic and their

ecological adaptations, and he has refined three superorders and seven orders of asteroids.

Blake characterised members of the order Forcipulatida as offensive specialists on macro

invertebrates; their feeding mode and adaptations to wave-washed habitats hinge on their

- specialised three-element pedicellariae and their broad ambulacral furrows with quadrilateral

tube feet. In contrast, within the superorder Valvataceae, the Valvatida are defensive

specialists with heavily armoured skeletons, feeding on particulate material or sessile prey.

They tend to be the most common starfishs in shallow-water tropical habitats. The Paxillosida

are lightly armoured borrowers in soft sediments, feeding on vagile mollusks and

echinoderms, and the Spinulosida are defensive specialists that feed on organic deposits and

colonial organisms.

The ability of starfishs to regenerate severed or voluntarily autotomised arms is well known.

Their regenerative capability figures in the asexual reproduction of almost two dozen species

that divide through the disk, producing clones of starfishs with identical genetic makeup.

Another seven species are known to voluntarily pinch off one or more arms ("autonomous

asexual reproduction") that subsequently regenerate a complete disk and arms. These

asexually reproducing species tend to be of small size. Most starfishs reproduce sexually, and

many have free-swimming larvae, but asexually may occur at various stages in the life cycle

of sexual species.. Even the larvae of some starfishs pinch off body structures that are capable

of growing into independent feeding larvae.
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Some of the biochemical aspects of sexual reproduction are better understood for the asteroids

than for the other echinoderms. Their production of steroids has been followed during

gametogenesis; chemical compounds that stimulate shedding of gametes, oocyte maturation,

and meiosis have been characterised, and pheromones have been implicated in some

sprawling behaviours. In addition, the light regime (daylight) has been shown to control the

reproductive cycle of certain species. Spawning and external fertilisation results in the

production of free-living bipinnaria larvae. They characteristically have graceful larval

processes (arms) that suppo~ sinuous ciliate bands used for locomotion and food gathering.

In many species, the bipinnaria transforms into a brachiolaria larva that attaches during

metamorphosis using three anterior adhesive arms that surround a central sucker. The early

developmental stages of yolky non-feeding larvae, and the embryos of brooding starfishs,

may be a modified feeding larva or a "barrel-shaped" larva.

(General features of the phylum Echinodermata and class Asteroidea was taken out of :
Starfishs, Sea Urchins and Allies: G. Jender et all 1995 and Coping with Stardom, S.l
Procton)
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2.Species Present

2.1 :Introduction

Although there have been many taxonomic and biogeographic works dealing with the coral

reef asteroid community (Clark, 1921, 1938, 1946; Clark and Rowe, 1971; Marsh, 1974;

Marsh, 1974, 1976, 1977; Yamaguchi, 1975) in the Pacific region, the Western Indian Ocean,

and more specifically the East African coast, is still a poorly known area in regard to the coral

reef-associated asteroids. In the Mombassa Marine National Park & Reserve no previous

investigation,s had been done concerning the asteroids fauna. Previous investigations on coral

reef asteroids on the East African coast were done by Jangoux (1972) and Walenkamp (1990)

in Mozambique, Tortonese (1960, 1977, 1979) in Somalia and Humphreys in Kenya.

For Kenya literature is however scarce and outdated. Humphreys (1981) gives a very short,

brief and poorly descriptive checklist for the echinoderms in the marine parks of Kenya, but

this does not include the :MMNP because at that time it did not yet exist.

In times when biodiversity and nature conservation are concepts used by scientists as well as

politicians and common people, there still are lots of places were the fauna and flora is not at

all, or poorly, known. The :M1v1NP&R used to be such a place in regard to the asteroid fauna.

One of the goals ofthis thesis is to illuminate this darkness.

There have been several taxonomic revisions within the Asteroidea, by Baker and Marsh

(1974), Blake (1980,1981,1983,1990), Jangoux (1972,1980), Pope and Rowe (1977) and

Rowe (1977). All previous revisions were summarised in the specific descriptions and keys

to the asteroid species provided by Clark and 'Rowe (1971). These keys to the asteroid species

form the frame for the determinations of the asteroids of the :M1v1NP&R. In addition other

literature (James, 1973; Ebert 1976; Baker & Marsh, 1976) was used for those species that do

not appear in the "Clark and Rowe". For the determination of these species the helping hand

of Prof Jangoux was more than welcome and very much appreciated.

Coral reef asteroids in the Indo- West Pacific faunal region may be divided into two groups,

one widely distributed from continental areas to out among the scattered oceanic islands and

the other found only along the continental landmass and proximal islands. Yamaguchi (1977)

suggests that these differences in geographical distribution patterns might be the result of

differences in the modes of larval swimming behaviour; positive geotaxis in the continental

speCIes III contrast with the negative geotaxis in the widely distributed species For the
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Western Indian ocean species a similar distribution mechanism might be suggested, these

patterns of distribution were verified by composing distribution maps for the specIes of

h1MNP&R (see appendix).

2.2:Methods

Specimens of several 'species of starfish were collected for determination while doing

linetransects, 'circle samplings, 30-min. searches (these transects were part of the abundance·

and habitat surveys) and random searches. Some species were also found when the observer

was swimming from one transect place to another, and before or after a transect was done.

These species were also collected for determination, but were not used in the habitat and

abundance study. Additional searches were made on the reef flat when this was above the

water at high tide and in intertidal pools. All surveys were conducted inside the Mombassa

"Marine National Park and in the adjacent Reserve. Data was collected in the inner-reef, in the

outerr-reef and in the lagoon seagrass beds before the actual reef.

From every new encountered species a picture was taken using a Nikonos-5 underwater

camera with macro lens. In the outerr-reef, due to practical reasons, the sampling was limited

to the 30-minute search-sampling method using SCUBA.

All collected, starfish were labelled and conserved on 5 % formaldehyde, before sending

them over to Brussels for further determination. Here the 5% formaldehyde solution was

immediately replaced with a 95 % alcohol solution, which made handling much easier.

Determinations were done at the laboratory of Oceanography, ULB Brussels with the aid of

Prof Jangoux.

R
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East Kenya Mozambique Mozambique MMNP&R
Africa
Clark & Humphreys Walenkamp Jangoux Thesis
Rowe

Order:Valvatida
Fam:LUIDIIDAE

Luidia avicularia

Luidia hardwicki

Luidia prionota

Luidia aspera +
. Luidia savignyi . + +
Luidia maculata + +
Luidia sibogae +
Fam:ASTROPECTINIDAE

Astropecten bonnieri

Astropecten indicus

Astropeeten antares + +
Astropecten granulatus + +
Astropecten hemprichi + + +
Astropecten monacanthus + +
Astropecten orsinii

Astropeeten polyacanthus + + +
Astropeeten angulatus +
Fam :ARCHASTERIDAE
Archaster angulatus + + +
Fam:GONIASTERIDAE
Monachaster sanderi + + +
Stellaster incei +
Stellaster equestris + +
Stellasteropsis colubrinus +
Fam:OREASTERIDAE
Asterodiscus elegans + +
Choriaster granulatus +
Culcita schmideliana + + + + +
Halityle regularis +
Pentaceraster gracilis +
Pentaceraster horridus + +
Pentaceraster mammillatus + + + + +
Pentaceraster tuberculatus + +
Poraster superbus +? +
Protoreaster Iincki + + + + +
Protoreaster nodosus + +
Fam:OPHIDJASTERIDAE

Dactylosaster cylindricus + +
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East Kenya Mozambique Mozambique MMNP&R
Africa
Clarck & Humphreys Walenkamp Jangoux Thesis
Rowe

I

Gomophia egyptiaca + + +
Leiaster coriaceus + + +
Leiaster leachi +
Leiaster glaber + +
Linckia diplax +
Linckia guidingii <+ + + +
Linckia laevigata + + + + +
Linckia multiflora + + + + +
Nardoa variolata + + + +
Neoferdina kuhli +
Ophidiaster hemprichi + + +
Tamaria marmorata +
Tamaria dubiosa +
Fam:ASTEROPSEIDAE

Asteropsis carinifera + +
Fam:ASTERINIDAE

Paranepanthia sp. +?
Asterina coronata +
Asterina dyscrita +
Asterina exigua +
Asterina burtoni + + + + +
Patiriella exigua + +
Fam:ACANTHASTERIDAE

Acanthaster planci + + +
Fam:MITHROIIDAE

Mithrodia clavigera +
Fam:
ECHINASTERIDAE
Echinaster callosus +
Echinaster purpureus + +

Order:Spinulosida
Fam:PTERASTERIDAE
Euretaster cribrosus + + +

Figure 8: Asteroids found on the East African coast
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2.4: Discussion:

The number of different species found, is undoubtedly directly influenced by the' sampling

method.

As described in the "abundance" chapter, the used time-sampling zigzag method is imperfect

for detecting rare and cryptic species.

If we compare these data with those collected by other investigators, some remarks have to be

made. The absence of sand-bllITowed species like Astropecten and Luidia is most likely due

to the imperfection of the method. The absence of dive lamps and the lack of safety on the

beaches after sunset (the research was done during the time of the riots and exodus In

Mombassa) didn't allow night dives, the time in which these species become active.

Other investigators used dredge (Humphreys 1981) or trawling (Walenkamp1990) techniques, .

which were of course not available for this small-scale thesis investigation, for the detection

of these species. Furthermore also the number of individuals (Humphreys, one hundred and

fifty!) contributing to, and the time span of (Walenkamp, five years) the investigation will

have an effect on the completeness of the results. The "park" status of the study site also had

its direct influence on the methods chosen for the survey, methods as used by Sloan (1982)

, where "forty heads of coral were lifted rapidly out of the water onto canvas sheets, the coral

heads were taken to the laboratory and broken up to extract the inerfauna... " were both for

this reason and ethical reasons excluded as a possibility.

Another remark should be made concerning the observation that the families of starfish are

not uniformly distributed in the world's oceans but change in abundance relative to one

another with latitude and depth (Hymen, 1955). In tropical regions, the Valvatida provides a

disproportionately large percentage of the genera compared to its representation in both the

total fauna, and the relatively well-known North Pacific fauna. In the Indo-West Pacific, 77%

of the species are Valvatidans (Clarck and Rowe, 1971) and in Micronesia 86% of the species

reported by Yamaguchi (1975) are Valvatidans. In this study, due to the absence of the two

most prominent non- Valvatidan genera Astropecten and Luidia, the percentage of

Valvatidans is almost 100%, the only non-Valvatidan species found is Euretaster cribrosus

belonging to the order of the Spinulosida. Verrneij (1978, in Blake 1983) describes a

complex suite of relationships between invertebrate morphology and biogeography in his

survey of the worldwide organisms distributions. In general this author found that as

environmental conditions become less limiting to life processes (i.e. in a gradient of

decreasing physiological stress) toward the tropic, the co-evolution of well-armed predators
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and heavily armoured prey becomes relatively more important and diversity increases. Blake

(1983) believes that the increase in relative significance of the heavily armoured taxa and thus

of the Valvatidans is a reflection of this relationship. Personally, I am not quite convinced

that the influence of the heavy sun on intertidal pools and shallow lagoons, .in regard to

temperature and consequently oxygen and salinity changes is less stressful in tropical than in

subtropical or temperate regions.

Some remarks regarding the species found:

Choriaster granulatus: first record for East Africa. This is quite remarkable because this

relative large, epibenthic, non-cryptic species with a rather eye-catching orange coloration

was rather corp.mon in M}vfNP&R.

Halityle regularis: first record for Kenya in shallow water. This specimen is rather rare, .

one specimen was previously dredged off the Kenyan coast at 91 m, two at the Somalia coast

trawled at 60-70 m and one was trawled off Madagascar at 60 m. This species, known before

from the Philippines is currently believed to be extending his known geographic range from

the Philippine Islands to the eastern and western coasts of Australia, the east coast of Africa

and Madagascar (Baker & Marsh 1976).

.Pentaceraster horridus, P. mammillatus and P. tuberculatus: in the field the

distinction between the different Pentacerasters is sometimes hard to make because of the

common existence of hybrids (Clark and Rowe 1971). P. horridus and P. tuberculatus are

first records for Kenya, although the opinions whether these three species should be regarded

as one (P. mammillatus) may differ between investigators (see Jangoux <-> Tortonese).

Fromia monilis: first record for East Africa~ common in Indo Pacific and present in the Red

Sea.

Neoferdina kuhli: first record for East Africa.

Euretastercribrosus: first record for Kenya.

Linckia gUidingiii, L. laevigata: another point of dispute between investigators (see

Walenkamp 1990); Walenkamp believes that the specimens of Prof. Jangoux, collected in

Mozambique and present at the "Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-Africa", are misidentified

as L. guidingii and should be identified as L. laevigata. It is the author's view that this

discussion on whether or not certain morphologic characteristics are characteristic for the

identification and determination of a specimen is far beyond the goal of this thesis, and should

be left to specialists.
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Protoreaster lincki, Pentaceraster tuberculatus and Halityle regularis were the only species

of M:MNP&R who demonstated a continental distribution pattern. All other species. showed a

the pattern of a widely distributed species (see appendix for maps) (for Leiaster coriaceus,

Neoferdina kuhli and Pentaceraster horridus no conclusions were drawn because there was

insufficient data available).
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3.Abundance

3.1 :Introduction:

While the abundance of the various species of starfish will be partially determined by the

small-scale distribution of scattered resources, the overall spatial distribution of each species

will be influenced by food, refuge, predator abundance as well as aggregation behaviour

(Iwasaki, 1993). Each of these factors can vary independently.

For each species within this assemblage, population aggregation can vary at different

locations or temporally, at one location over time. When the probability of locating a species

is equal at every point within its spatial distribution, then the individuals of that species are

distributed at random. If, however, the geographical range of a species and/or its abundance

within that range is influenced either by physical or biological parameters, then the non

randomness of the spatial distribution of that species is directly implied.

Although McClannahan (1992) showed that the results of a time-transect method are

comparable with those obtained in a more classic line transect, we may not neglect the fact

that the results of these transects tend to be the reflection of the existence of pretended, rather

than real, abundance, which causes that the obtained densities of some species are only an

approximation. The reason for these errors is the fact that large, exposed species with an eye

catching coloration will be estimated reasonably well but small, well-camouflaged cryptic

species will be greatly underestimated. Because of the fact that not all of the coral rocks and

boulders in a transect were overturned, although the surface was examined closely, the nature

of the substrate would make the detection of smaller or better-camouflaged species less

reliable than the detection oflarger species.

Also the use of the zigzag time sampling method does not exclude the possibility that once in

a while a species was counted double when the same area was crossed twice; in extremis, the

error made here would enlarge the difference between lowly and highly abundant species

because each time a new undetermined species was found, it was collected. This would make

that when an area (where' previously a rare species was collected) was crossed twice, the

highly abundant species would be overestimated in regard to the lowly abundant species.

Another factor of influence, especially for the transects in the outer reef, but beyond our

control, was the visibility.
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3.2:Methods

At first samples were collected while swimming along a 50 m line transect. Every specimen

within a distance of 2 meters from the line was recorded and unknown species were collected

and labelled. The topographic complexity was estimated using the rugosity measurement

method (McClanahan et all, 1990), the transectline was pressed along the reef contour and the

straight-line distance from the start to the end of this contour was measured. The rugosity was

then calculated as the ratio of the straight-line distance/ contour distance. This method turned

out to be very time consuming, difficult to do due to the length of the line. Since the 50 m

line would cover a random area composed of patchy corals sea grass-beds and sandy areas it

is also not very representative. Furthermore sometimes up to 7 transects had to be done

before finding a specimen.

A more useful method with a much better work/result ratio was found in the combination of

doing circle samplings with a radius of 2.0m (12.6m2
) which were conducted every minute

while swimming from the lagoon to the reef in a straight line and 30'time transects. The

beginning of a 5-meter line was also placed at the centre of the circle to measure the rugosity

'as described above. An average of 4 circle samplings was done when swimming from the

lagoon to the reef. This procedure was repeated four times in the park and four times in the

reserve. The purpose of the circle samplings was to get an estimate of the substrate cover. For

this percentages of fixed categories were estimated in the ~ea enclosed by the circle. These

categories were; sea grass (mainly Thalassia or Thalasodendron patches), macro-algae

(mainly fleshy algae such as Padina, Sargassum, Turbinaria and Dictyota), turf algae (small

filamentous juvenile algae covering crevices, dead coral, sand or living epiphytic), soft coral

and/or sponge, hard coral, calcareous algae (mainly Halimeda), encrusting algae ( when these

were overgrown by turf algae, then the cover was recorded as turf algae) and sand (being

here granulated coral rubble or dead Halimeda).

In parallel with these circle samplings and within the same habitat, area and water depth, the

search-sampling procedure (McClanahan, 1989, 1992) was used to conduct several 30

minutes searches using diving mask, fins and snorkel in shallow water. The number of

individuals of each encountered species was noted on an underwater. While doing the time

search sampling the observer would maintain a constant but slow swimming speed while

floating on the water's surface to avoid lingering in areas either with or without high starfish
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population densities. The search observer would frequently change swimming directions (i.e.

zigzag). In the outerr-reef, due to practical reasons, the sampling was limited to. the 30

minute search-sampling method using SCUBA. Here a second observer would dive in

parallel with the first observer, and the recordings were divided in 3 minutes areas. Every

time an estimate of the substrate cover was made using fixed categories: (hard coral, soft coral

/ sponge, sand, turf algae, macro algae) and the number of individuals of each encountered

species was recorded on an underwater slate.

The results of these time transects were combined with those obtained by circle sampling

transects done in the same area. The circle samplings were done to get an estimate of the

rugosity and substrate cover of that area. For practical reasons the survey in the shallow inner

reef was restricted to the period of neap tide between low and high tide when the currents

were smooth, the water depth was low and the distance between the shore and the reef at its

minimum. The survey in the outer reef was done at high tide, because this is the only time

that the water is high enough for ships to pass through the reef barrier.

i
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3.3:ResuHts:

Coral Garden av/3O' 30' 30' 30' 30' 30' 3D' 30' I
Protoreaster Iincki 0,43 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

Pentaoeraster 0,42 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

Acanthaster planci 0,71 1 0 1 1 1 ° 1

Culoita schmideliana 0,86 1 1 0 1 2 1 0

stariiS~1 pt>ln~ avOO 30' 30

Protoreaster Iincki 4,5 5' 4

Pentaceraster 1,5 1 2

Asterina burton! 0,5 1 °
Reef av/3r:J 120' 120' 30' 45' 3D' 30'
Protoreaster lincki 15,84 37 75 6 45 3 23

Pentaceraster 3,44 6 12 2 15 0 8

Culcita schmideliana 0,4 0 2 1 0 0 2

AsteTine burtoni 0,24 0 1 0 1 0 1

Laiaster corjaceus 0,55 ° 4 a °1 0 31
Halilyle regularis 0,08 a a ° 0 0 1

Sliver Bei!lch svl3fY 30' 30' 30'
Protoreaster lincki 14,3 17 14 12

Pentaceraster 5,3 7 4 5

Culciia schmideliana 0,33 0 1 0

Leiaster coriaeeus 1,67 0 1 4
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fW Protoreaster lincki
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Figure ]0: Avel1'Jbge nlllmber of asteroids/30' (OJr the dlifferellll1t )locst~ollllS
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Location: Rugosity Se0grallo Monc.iJlgee Turfaig51r<l Hnrd coral Soft corill Cet.lJlgm, E. alg<lle Sedlnwnt
Silver Besch 0,76 40 0 40 10 0 0 0 10

0,66 20 0 70 10 0 a 0 0

0,7 3D 0 60 0 10 0 0 0

0,73 4D 0 60 0 0 0 0 0

Loc&Jtion: Rugosity Sesgi'lilGu Mac.i1igae Turialgae Hard! cora! Soft corlil~ Cal. al9'le E.alg21~ Sediment

Reef 0,76 4D 0 4D 0 0 10 0 10

0,77 40. 0 40 0 0 0 0 20

0,98 4D 0 25 0 20 10 0 5

0,97 40 0 40 0 15 5 0 0

0,98 4D 0 40 0 0 20 0 0

0,945 50 0 30 0 10 10 0 0

location: RU~l!'Iia}l Seagrafm MBC.illgae Tui"fllligos Hl!Im coraf Soft. cors! Cal.l'llga/i;' IE. illg~e Sediment!

Starfish Point 0,56 3D 10 4D 20 ° 0 0 O.

0,72 35 ° 35 ° 5 0 5 20
0,62 30 ° 65 5 0 0 0 0

0,66 60 0 40 0 0 0 0 0

Locmlofl: Rugosity Sraagmss Mlilc.aigBe TUr'lalgarc H"mJl corm! Soft corat CaolL Algae IE. alg;;ae Sediment

Coral Garden 0,5 0 0 60 40 0 0 0 0

0,58 0 0 40 30 10 0 20 0

0,44 0 0 40 45 5 0 10 0

0,4S 0 20 40 20 0 0 20 0

Cover Coml Gllrd'l,

IllJlac.aJ9"=

DTurlolgae

ClHord coro'

i:JCnI. AI!pc
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Lacatlon: Rugoatty Seillgra1l5 Macroalgae TurfalgQI! Hard coral Soft coral Calcareous EilCfUrrtlng Sediment
algae alg@0

Silver Beach 0,71 32,5 a 57,5 5 2,5 0 a 2,5
Reef 0,90 41,67 0 35,83 0 7,5 9,17 0 583
Starfish Point 0,64 38,75 2,5 45 6,25 1,25 0 1,25 5
Coral Garden 0,50 0 5 45 33,75 3,75 0 12,5 0

lFigUlure 16: Average cCo'Ver allDrl! nmgosnty innHl1ell"-r~fI'
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Outer reef 30' Shark Point Shark Point Shark Point Shark Point Shark Point Shark Point Shark Point av.Shark point

Linekia laevigata 23 47 53 26 64 31 60 43,43

Linekia guidingii 58 75 126 79 116 81 140 96,43

Linekia multiflora 0 3 5 0 8 7 7 4,29

Choriaster granulatus 0 1 2 0 1 0 3 1

Nordoa variolata 0 0 0 0 1 a 1 0,29

Culeita sehmideliana 1 0 a 1 0 a a 0,29

Acanthaster planei 0 1 a a 0 a 0 0,14

Gomophia egyptiea 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0,14

Neoferdina kuhli 0 1 0 0 a 0 1 0,29

Fromia monilis a a 1 0 1 a 0 0,29

Figure 18: pumber of starfish/30' for Sharkpoint

Outer reef 30' Brainy Coral Brainy Coral Brainy Coral Av Brainy Coral

Linekia laevigata 20 37 35 30,67

Linekia gUidingii 59 95 142 98,67

Linekia multiflora 4 6 6 5,33

1 1 2 1,33
Choriaster aranulatus
Nordoa variolata a a 1 0,33

Culeita sehmideliana 0 a 0 0,00

Aeanthaster planei 0 1 0 0,33

Gomophia egyptiea a 0 a 0,00

Neoferdina kuhli 0 1 a 0,33

Fromia monilis a 0 a 0,00

Figure 19: Number of starfish/30' for Brainy Coral

Outer reef 30' lobster Bank Lobster Bank Lobster Av Lobster Bank
Bank

Linekia laevigata 42 35 31 36

Linekia guidingii 139 128 69 112

Linekia multiflora 5 4 3 4

Choriaster granulatus 4 2 a 2

Nordoa variolata 1 a 2 1

Culeita sehmideliana a a 0 a
Acanthaster planei 0 0 a 0

Gomophia egyptica 0 a a a
Neoferdina kuhli 1 a 0 0,33

Fromia monilis a 0 0 a
Figure 20: Number of starfish for Lobster Bank
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Outer reef 30' Mlwapa Reef Mtwapa Reef Av.~Ro<iI

Unclda laevigata 39 48 43,50

Unckia guidingij 109 138 123,50

Linclda multifl.ora 8 21 14,50

Choriaster granulatus 1 0 0,50

Nordoa variolata 10 18 14,00

Culeita schmideliana 1 0 0,50

Acanthaster planci a 0 0,00

Gomophia egyptica a a 0,00

Neoferdinakuhli a 0 0,00

Fromia monilis 0 0 0,00

.outer reef Fish Head Fish Head <!lv.Fish Head

Linekia laelligata 41 38 39,5

Uncltia guidingii 111 110 110,5

Unckia multiflora 7 13 10

Choriaster granulatu5 0 3 1,5

Nordoa variolata 1 a 0,5

Culcita schmideliana 1 a 0,5

Acanthlllster plenei 0 0 0

Gomophia egyptlea 0 0 a
Neoferdina Kuhli 0 0 0

Fromia monilis 0 0 0

Outer Reef

44
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Average in % Shark Brainy .lobster Fish Mtwapa
Point Coral Bank Head

Turf algea 35,S 49,5 35,S 40,5 40,5
Macro algea ° 0 9,7 0,5 0,5
Soft 53 40,5 46,5 40,5 40,5
corallSponge
hard coral 7 10 8,3 11,5 11,5
Sand 4,5 0 0 7 7

substrate cover outer reef

45
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The time transect data do not allow for a statistically valid comparison of density among

different sites or different sampling methods_

The general low abundance of most of the species of starfish at 11MNP&R precluded the use

of samplings or line transects in general sampling_ Because the time transect method will

miss many cryptic individuals and provide no real area measurement; the species diversity,

accumulation and abundance figures are only an approximation_ It should be noted that the

time transect will underestimate the density of all cryptic species, and will also fail to detect

species that are both rare and cryptic.

If we look atthe results of the circle samplings (fig13-19) in the inner reef, we can see that the

percentage of sea grass decreases (fig: 19) if we go from ''Reef' to "Coral Garden" and that _

the percentage of hard coral, which has his direct impact on the rugosity, (decrease of rugosity

equals an increase in topographic complexity) increases.

This is reflected in the species present. We note that Protoreaster linch and Pentaceraster

(fig 11,12)(no determination on the species level was possible in the field) dominate the sea

grasses and that their abundance is correlated with the percentage of sea grass. The

appearance of coral predator Acanthaster planci on the other hand seems to be related with

the amount of hard coral.

The decrease of the total number of starfish (fig. 12) from the reserve to the park area is

probably related to the increase in the number of its predators. The closer one gets to the

park, the bigger the "overspill" of fish from the protected park area will be. The main

predators of starfish in these areas are the triggerfish Balistapus llndulatus. At the park the

density of the Balistidae was in 1994 around 20 kglha (McClanahan 1996), and at the time of

the fieldwork this was probably even more. In the reserve at 2.5 km from the southern

boundary of the :MMNP the density was close to zero (McClanahan 1996).

While the outer reef has a cover that is comparable with the one around the Coral Garden (14,

26-27), we do observe a difference in the species present and their abundance (fig 20-25).

This may be the reflection of a higher tolerance to physical stress, such as changes in

temperature and salinity, amount of silting of the substrate and wave action of the species

which were found in the shallow inner reef, but absent in the outer reef

In the outer reef, which is dominated by hard coral, soft coral and sponges, we notice a strong

dominance of Linckia gllidingii, while L. laevigata and L.multiJIora concentrations are also

high, but less dominant (fig 25). These species are well known for their extraordinary

3.4:Discussion:
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capacity of regeneration of lost body parts and asexual reproduction In which they

demonstrate periods of autonomy followed by periods of groVvih.

Paradoxically, the presence of the high predation pressure of the triggerfish Balistapus

undulatus on the starfish population in the park area may be the cause of the success of those

species with high regeneration capacities such as Linckia. These regeneration skills will

certainly be an advantage in areas with high predation pressure, and might be responsible for

an out-competing of species that lack these capacities.

In addition, asexual reproduction following a sexual recruitment was suggested by

Yamaguchi and Lucas (1984) as a reason for the sometimes greatly different abundance of all

asexually reproducing species at different places on the same reef.

The abundance ofAcanthaster planci was low in both the inner and the outer reef. This coral

eating starfish is known and feared for its ability to cause outbreaks in its population size and'

destroying whole coral reefs (D.E Robinson 1971, Pemba; observation by Y. Sarnin and B.

Bogaert). In Mombassa, however, the low abundance of A. planci does not cause any

problems with regard to the destruction of the reef.
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4.Feeding

4.1 :Introduction

For long the lack of commercial significance of starfish has limited the opportunities available

for their study. Nevertheless, echinoderms are increasing in popularity among marine

biologists. A most useful approach towards demonstrating the ecological importance and

intrinsic interest of asteroids 'is by a study of their feeding activities (Sloan, 1980). Tropic

biology of asteroids is at one and the same time an extensively studied topic and a little

known matter. The complex feeding method of littoral temperate asteroids such as Asterias

and Piaster has been considered for a long time. In contrast even the food of some tropical

littoral species is not yet reported. Aquarium observations on the feeding behaviour of

asteroids are relatively artificial. It is well-known that captive asteroids can use food they

disregard or never or rarely meet in the field (Jangoux, 1982). Another major problem in

working with captive asteroids is the effect of handling (Sloan, 1980), and it is clear that this

should be avoided because it can strongly influence behavioural responses. Investigations on

stomach contents to determine feeding habits of asteroids is a rather questionable method as

. numerous species feed extraorally. Field observations are certainly more reliable. The advent

of SCUBA diving has enabled much new and valuable information on subtidal asteroids to be

obtained from in situ observations of undisturbed animals (Sloan, 1980).

Paine (1966 in Sloan, 1980) was the first to attract the attention of ecologists to the fact that

asteroid feeding could be an important factor in the ecology of some benthic communities

He also suggested that Acanthaster planci, when not controlled by their gastropod predators,

were "keystone species" whose numbers' and activities were essential to their local

community structure and stability. (Porter 1972 in Sloan 1980) concludes that reefs under

high predation pressure of A. planci had a consistently higher coral species diversity than

reefs suffering from little A. planci predation pressure. He suggested that the order of coral

species abundance was constant, but the relative abundance of the less common species

increased while the total coral biomass decreased. So by selective feeding on common, fast

growing corals, less-preferred species can exploit the destruction of the selected species. On

the other hand replacement of rare, predated corals by fast-growing common species has also

been reported (Barnes, 1966).

Recently the feeding of starfish was extensively reviewed by Jangoux (1982) and Sloan,

(1980) and the known diets and habitat preferences of the Indo-West coral reef species have
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environment,

been tabled by Yamaguchi (1975) Although the vast majority of asteroids are carnivorous,

the vast majority of coral reef starfish are generally thought to be detritovores and to feed

primarily on epibenthic felt (Thomassin 1976) which is widely distributed throughout the reef

With the exception ofwhat once were considered "primitive" genera such as Astropecten and

Luida (Blake 1987 in Sloan 1980), most asteroids feed extraorally, by everting their stomach

over the substrate and digestion is external (Blake, 1990). However, the species Heliaster

helianthus is known to posseSs a flexible feeding habit involving both intro-oral and extra-oral

feeding (Sloan, 1980). Species such as Acanthaster planci and Culcita novoguinea are known

to feed on hard corals and leave white feeding scars where the living tissue has been digested

off the skel~ton ( Yamaguchi, 1975). The order of the Valvatida and Spinulosida are

dominant among the sponge-eating species; this is probably because of their predilection for

stomach extrusion, which renders them well-suited for browsing on sessile prey.

It is generally believed that contact chemoreception is widespread among asteroids (Hyman,

1955 in Sloan, 1980), especially the terminal tube-feet, are strongly suspected of being an aid

to chemoreception (Sloan, 1980). Acanthaster planci, is known to respond to whole coral

extracts and to high and low molecular weight related to or derived from the natural food

(Collins, 1974 in Sloan, 1980).

While some asteroids are very oppOrturuStlC feeders such as the ommvores Mediaster

aequalis or Patiria miniata, others are specialised carnivores like Luidia magellanica. Most

asteroids are somewhat opportunistic and their diet spectrum lies between these two extremes.

Most asteroids are rather polytrophic. Although a main trophic group can be assigned to each

species, they generally belong to more than one trophic group (Jangoux, 1982). An asteroid's

diet at any time is subject to many variables. Developmental stage and the asteroid's size are

important for the type of food taken. Environmental variables include geographical and local

area dietary differences, seasonal temperature, type of substratum, water movement, and

diurnal-noctural activity patterns. Biological variables include flexibility of feeding methods,

internal physiological state such as reproductive condition and competition with other

predators.

Information on the biology of young asteroids is scattered and very limited. They are usually

cryptic and rarely seen (Yamaguchi, 1975). Birkland (1974) has suggested that in the period

following metamorphosis the first few meals of an asteroid may be critical to the recruitment

potential of the individual. If the right diet is not available, growth may be retarded, thus

prolonging the vulnerability of the tiny starfish. After metamorphosis, the usually cryptic
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young starfish can alter its diet and feeding behaviour as it grows. The post-metamorphosis

live ofAcanthaster planci is the best-documented; up to seven months (in laboratory culture)

are spent as herbivores on encrusting algea, followed by a one-month transition period to full

carnivore status on coral polyps (Yamaguchi, 1973 in Sloan, 1980).
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4.2:Methods

The feeding behaviour of starfish in MlvfNP and the adjacent reserve was observed during

numerous snorkelling expeditions in the inner reef and using SCUBA equipment in the outer

reef. For the more uncommon and rare species these experiments were also integrated in the

time transects done to obtain data for the "abundance" and "species present" chapters.

To obtain information on the feeding behaviour of the asteroids, a simple but efficient

teclmique was used. Every time a species of interest was encountered the sample was turned

over gently but quickly. This way the observer was able to detect whether the animal was

eating or not. When this was the case, and since almost all specimens turned out to belong to

the order of the Valvatida, which are all extraoral feeders (Jangoux, 1982) an everted stomach

would have been visible. In that case a close examination of the material enclosed was done,

and if possible this material was taken away for investigation under a binocular in the lab.

Notes were written on an underwater slate with regard to the substrate on which the species

was found and especially the exact contents of its meal. In the case of coral-eating species

such as Acanthaster planci or Culcita schmideliana a close investigation of the species'

surroundings would follow in search for white feeding marks, indicating a previous meal of

probably the animal in question. During these surveys we also developed a special interest

for the tests of dead sea urchins. It is believed (McClanahan 1989,1995) that the test

condition can determine the predator type.

Three predator types can be distinguished based on test damage;

(1) missing test and broken tests without the Aristotle's lantern indicate predation by fin-fish

(2) tests with a single perforation in the test, periproct or peristome indicate predation by a

gastropod

(3) an intact bleached test mlssmg spines or missing the Aristotle's lantern but with an

unbroken test indicated predation by an asteroid

The tests found were examined to get a rough idea about the percentage of tests being the

result of death caused by asteroid attack.
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Protoreaster lincki: these animals were often noticed eating organic detritus and turf algae,

which was growing on dead coral rubble and sand. Less frequently they were found eating

Halimeda. Three times a P. lincki was observed while it was eating a sea urchin (Tripnuestes

grati/a).

About 80 % of the investigated animals were found eating.

Pentaceraster sp.: just as Protoreaster lincki, these animals were mostly found eating

organic detritus, turf algae or Halimeda. Two individuals were noticed eating Tripneustes

gratil/a.

About 75 % orthe investigated animals were found eating.

Choreaster granulatus: most of the observed animals were eating (about 90 %), the

preferred food turned out to be organic detritus and turf algae growing on rubble or sand.

Culcita schmideliana: these animals showed a great variety in the preferred food.

Observations were made of cryptic individuals in living coral who were consuming their

landlord. Others were found eating detritus and turf algae growing on rubble or sand.

,Occasional observations were made of predation on sea urchins (Echinometa mathaei)

observation made by Dr. McClanahan

Halityle regularis: no observations of eating animals were made.

Fromia monilis: one individual was found on sponge while it was eating.

Gomophia egyptica: no observations of eating animals.

Neoferdina kuhli: no observations of eating animals.

Leiaster coriaceus: species were found eating epigenetic felt on sand and in sea grass beds.,.
Linckia guidingii: all of the animals that were found eating (about 90 %) were consuming

organic detritus and turf algae on corral rubble.

Linekia laevigate: same as L. guidingii.

Linekia multiflora: same as L. guidingii.

Nordoa variolata: all observed species were eating organic detritus or turf algae.

Asterina Burtoni: no observations of eating animals.

Aeanthaster planei: the individuals who were noticed eating were all predating hard corals.

Euretaster cribosus: no observations of eating animals.
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The number of tests found, where the damage dearly indicated that the cause of death was

predation by asteroids, was rather low. If compared to the total number of damaged tests,

then the percentage of deaths caused by asteroid predation is less than 5 %.

4.4:Discussion

The impact of the starfish population in coral reefs and sea grass beds in 1\11\.1NP&R on the

sea urchin population can be considered, as far as predations are concerned, as relatively low.

The polythrophic nature of Culcita schmideliana is reflected in its presence in the different

habitats, i.e.' sea grass beds, the hard coral-dominated inner reef and sponge and soft coral

dominated outer reef.

In general we can say that the presence of the different species in the different habitats is

influenced by the species' feeding habits. The impact of hard coral-eating species as Culcita

schmideliana and mainly Acanthaster planci is, as a result of the species' low abundance, not

as devastating as mentioned in other places (Barnes, 1966).

The majority of starfish in MMNP&R, however, were mainly feeding on the epibenthic felt

and no species were found predating on bivalves or molluscs.

The feeding biology of coral reef asteroids differs more often as a matter of size than pf

species. Feeding is generally similar among species with the same size of stomach, with

differences in diet developing as size change with the growth of the individual (Birkland

1989). All species in MMNP&R were found eating by everting their stomachs. In most cases

they were browsing the epibenthic film of organic detritus and micro-organisms. By doing

this systematic grazing of the reef perimeter the asteroids (together with the Echinodea) are

slowing down the rate of colonisation of hard corals (Laxton, 1974) and reducing the algae

mat (Dart 1972 in Laxton, 1974). By this the asteroids and echinoids may have a keystone

role in the reefs perimeter by controlling the succession of the algae in that region (although

Brennett & Thompson 1970 in Laxton, 1974 found that the succession of algae in areas which

were maintained free of grazers did not progress beyond a green algae stage, this in

contradiction with the results obtained by McClanahan et all, 1996).
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5.Habitat

5.1 Introduction

The distribution of sea stars has been studied at several different scales. The physical,

biological and historical parameters that explain the distribution on a global scale (Clarck and

Rowe, 1971) does not directly explain distribution on a local scale.

A preliminary study of the biology and ecology of Linckia laevigata on the Australian Great

Barrier Reef and an interpretation of its role in the coral reef ecosystem was done by Laxton

(1974). Scheibling (1980, 1982) describes the small-scale spatial distribution and habitat

utilisation 'of Greaster reticulatus on sand bottoms and Blake (1983) gives some biological

controls on the distribution of shallow-water starfish. Nojima (1977, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1989)'

made different ecological studies on Astropecten latespinosus. Jangoux (1973) and

Walenkamp (1990) give brief biogeographies of some species found in Mozambique. Sloan

(1982) made a study of the size and structure of echinoderm populations associated with

different coexisting coral species. In this he concludes that the coral habitat type directly

influences the composition of the associated echinoderm fauna .

. The feeding behaviour of asteroids was extensively reviewed by Sloan (1980) and Jangoux

(1982) and there have been many examinations on the diets (Thomassin, 1976), competitive

interaction and niche separation of colder-water species (Blankley, 1984; Menge, 1972, 1981

and Menge & Menge, 1974).

The correlation between food supply and growth in starfish has also been discussed (Mead,

1900; Wolda, 1970). Although extensive studies have been written on the micro-habitat

requirements of some coral reef animals, such as gastropods (Kahn and Leviten, 1976;

Leviten and Kohn, 1980; Reichelt, 1982) and sea urchins (McClanaham, 1988, 1997;

McClanaham & Mutere, 1994; McClanaham et all, 1995; McClanaham and Shafir, 1989)

only little work was done on the aspect of coral reef asteroid ecology.
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5.2: Methods

As described in paragraph 2.2 and 3.2, species were counted, photographed and as f~r as

possible identified or else collected, labelled and given a reference code for further

investigation while doing the circle samplings, time-sampling procedure and random

searches. As stated in 3.2, every time an observation of the substrate was recorded, regardless

of the used method. An estimate of the substrate cover was made using fixed categories: hard

coral, soft coraVsponge, sand, turf algae, macro-algae/sea grass. Additional information

regarding microhabitat and position of the species was noted on the slate. When species were

encountered on moments of not doing transects, the same information was noted anyhow,

although ~his information was not used afterwards in the abundance report

I 5.3: Results

/

Superscript
a : outer-reef I : inner-reef

Subscipt : Habit
1 : epifauna
2 : cryptic
3 : in sand or mud
4 : border of sand crevice in Seagrass bed

Habitat:
C: living hard coral
SG : Sea grass; mainly Thalassia or Thalasodendron
Ma: Macro algae mainly Padina, Sargassum and Turbinaria
Mi : Micro algae :(turf algae) small filamentous algae of different species but in juvenile life
form
Sp: Sponge and Soft coral
Sa: Sand
Ru: Coral rubble

1-3 specimens found
4-10 specimens found
11-30 specimens found

more than 30 specimens found

Abundance
R: rare
X: present
C: common
A: abundant
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C SG Ma Mi Sp Sa Ru
OREASTERIDAE
Choriaster granulatus C10 C10 C10

Culcita schmideliana X ',0 R10 X1
1 X10 X10 X101,2

. Halityle regularis R4 '

Pentaceraster horridus A1' A1' A1' A1' A1 1

Pentaceraster A1' A1' A1' A1' A1'
mammillatus
Pentaceraster A1' A1' A1\ A1' A1

1

tuberculatus
Protoreaster lincki A1' A1' A1' A1 1 A1

1R1O

OPHIDIASTERIDAE
Fromia monilis R10
Gomoph·ia egyptiaca R10

Leiaster coriaceus C1' C1' C1
1

Linckia guidingii R10 A10 p
1
0 R1',A1°

Linckia laevigata R10 A10 p10 R1',A1O

Linckia multiflora A10

Nardoa variolata X10 C10

Neoferdina kuhli R10 R10

ASTERINIDAE
Asterina burtoni X2

1

ACANTHASTERIDAE
Acanthaster planci P10"
PTERASTERIDAE
Euretaster cribrosus X1'

Figuur 26: Distribution of asteroids in MMNP&R by habitat
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Figure 26 shows most asteroid records from MMNP&R are found in more than one zone.

Some of these species appear to have a clearly distinguished primary (being the zone with

high abundance) and secondary (being the zone of less abundance) habitat. For others the

separation between primary and secondary habitat is less clear. For rare species with a low

abundance the zone of occurrence can be regarded as being the primary habitat but these less

common species were not encountered often enough for the data to show their complete

distribution or their range of habitat.

The occurrence of a species on both micro-algae, sand and coral rubble is explainable because

both sand (i.e. being also coral rubble, but more granulafed) and coral rubble are covered with

epibenthic felt, being composed primarily of protozoa's, micro-algae and bacteria

(Thomassin, 1976). It seems that the cover of the substrate is a more determining factor than

the substrate itself.

Of the 18 starfish species found on MMNP&R, 6 (Choreaster granulatus, Fromia monilis,

Gomophia egyptica, Linckia multiflore, Nardoa variolata and Neojerdina kuhli) were located

only in the outer reef. An additional seven species (Halityle regularis, Pentaceraster horridus,

,P. mammillatus, P. tuberculatus, Leiaster coriaceus, Asterina burtoni and Euretaster

cribrosus) were found only in the inner reef. Some specimens were located in the inner as

well as the outer reef (Acanthaster planci, 'Culcita schmideliana, Protoreaster lincki, Linckia

laevigata and L.guidingii), though a preference for one of the reefs was obvious for some of

these species. None of the species were found in intertidal areas. While, Acanthastar planci,

Fromia monilis, Gomophia egyptica, Linckia multijora, Neojerdina kuhli and Nardoa

variolata were sometimes found at the base qf the reef slope, they were never observed on the

sea floor away from the reef. The preceding species can be regarded as coral reef species and

their distribution differs from that of species such as Choreaster granulatus and Culcita

schmideliana that were also found in the deeper off-reef waters in the MMNP&R region or

Pentaceraster spp and Protoreaster lincki that were mainly found in the inner reef's sea grass

beds.

Species that occurred with the highest abundance in the outer reef on the epibenthic felt

containing sand and coral rubble are Linckia laevigata; L. guidingii, L. multiflore and

Choreaster granulatus. For these species this can be regarded as their primary habitat. L.

guidingii and L. laevigata were also found, but rather rare on the same substrate in the inner

reef, which can be referred to as being their secondary habitat.

5.4: Discussion·
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For Pentaeeraster mammillatus, P. horridus, P. tubereulatus and Protoreaster lincki the

primary habitat clearly appears to be the epibenthic felt-covered substratum on the. inner reef.

One species ofProtoreaster lineki was found on the coral rubble in the outer reef. Obviously,

the reef platform forms for aquatic animals a real separating barrier between different

habitats, that appear to have a lot in common at the first sight (see also discussion abundance).

All of the species in both of these communities are large-sized when full-grown (large

bodied) and lie fully exposed in the daytime. Both were also clearly adult-dominated

communities. The juveniles' of these species might complete their early development under

boulders (Yamaguchi,1997) and are therefore difficult to detect with the used method. Still,

many workers who have studied coral reef asteroid populations have noted the adult

dominated size structure of these populations (Clark, 1921 in Yamaguchi,1977; Ebert, 1976;

Yamaguchi, 1977). Similar findings have been made for asteroid populations from other

communities (e.g. Paine, 1976). Although juvenile asteroids have been encountered on coral

reefs, their abundance was so low and their appearance so sufficiently different in comparison

with the adults in some species, that juveniles have been placed in a species different from the

adult (see Yamaguchi, 1975). Yamaguchi (1975) noticed an absence of asteroid juveniles on

substrates, which are colonised by the grazing echinoids Eehinometra and Eehinotrix. In the

:MMNP&R, the populations of these echinoids had the chance to expand explosively due to

overfishing in the past which resulted in a strong decrease of predative control (McClanahan,

1988, 1995, 1997; McClanahan and Shafir, 1990; McClanahan -and Mutere, 1993;

McClanahan, Kamukuru, Muthiga, Yebio and Obura, 1996).

Both Aeanthaster planci and Culeita sehmideliana were present in equal quantities in the

inner- and outer reef. The occurrence of A. planci was always correlated to the presence of

hard coral, while C. schmideliana, present in sea grass beds, on sand, sponges and on hard

coral rocks. Ifwe compare the feeding preference of the adults ofboth species, we see that the

food of A. planei is restricted to hard coral (Verwey, 1930 in O'Gower 1973; C1arck, 1950;

Goreau, 1964 in Jangoux 1982), while C. sehmideliana feeds on echinoids (Sluiter, 1889 in

Jangoux 1982; McClanahan, 1982), corals, encrusting sponge and algae, epibenthic felt and

soft corals (Thomasin 1976). This omnivorous character of C. sehmideliana is reflected by its

broad spectrum of used habitats.
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6.General Discussion

Biodiversity, abundance, feeding habit and habitat data on an assemblage of shallow-water,

coral reef starfish (Asteroidea) were gathered over two months at Mombasa National Marine

Park and Reserve. l\1MNP&R contain a fringing reef and are situated between Mombassa

town and Mtwapa creek on the East African coast of the Western Indian Ocean. They have

not been known to carry an outbreak of the corallivorous crown-of-thorns starfish

(Acanthaster planci) and its coral cover is well developed.

For Kenya, literature on the asteroid fauna is very scarce. Humphreys (1981) gives a very

short, brief and poorly descriptive checklist for the echinoderms in the marine parks of Kenya,

but this does -not include the Iv1MNP because at that time it did not yet exist. Specimens

required primarily for identification were collected by means of circle-sampling, time

transects and random searches. In addition, a selection of large and small, dead coral slabs

were overturned and cryptic specimens located beneath these slabs were collected.

There have been several taxonomic revisions within the Asteroidea, but most preVIOUS

revisions were summarised in the specific descriptions and keys to the asteroid species

provided by Clark and Rowe (1971). These keys to the asteroid species form the frame for

the determinations of the asteroids of the MNINP&R. Additionally, other literature (James,

1973; Ebert, 1976; Baker & Marsh, 1976) was used for those species that do not appear in the

"Clarck and Rowe". For the determination ofthese species the helping hand ofProf. Jangoux

was more than welcome and very much appreciated. The finding of Choriaster granulatus,

Fromia monilis, Neoferdina kuhli are new records for East Africa while Halityle regularis,

Pentaceraster horridus, Pentaceraster tuberculatus and Euretaster cribrosus represent new

records for the coast ofKenya.

It was found that l\1MNP&R carries a rich and diverse asteroid fauna but the imperfectness of

the time transection method especially in regard to cryptic species indicates that additional

species are still to be located. The observation that most species (all except one) of starfish

found on l\t1MNP&R belong to the order of the Valvalida corresponds with the results of other

investigations done in the tropical regions, and a general increase in relative significance of

this order toward the tropics is noted.

Additional investigation was done to obtain information about the relative abundance of the

species present. For this, and each time within the same habitat, area and water depth, the time

search-sampling procedure (McClanahan, 1989, 1992) was used to conduct several 30-minute
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searches using diving mask, fins and snorkel in shallow water and scuba equipment in areas

with a depth of up to 25 m. The number of individuals of each encountered species in an area

of approximately 2 meters on both sides of the observer were noted on an underwater slate.

Although the fact that the time transection data do not allow for a statistically valid

comparison of density among different sites or different sampling methods, this method was

chosen because of practical reasons and the fact that the general low abundance of most of the

species of starfish at MMNP&R precluded the use of quadrants or line transects. Because the

time transection method will miss many cryptic individuals and provide no real area

measurement, the species' diversity, accumulation and abundance figures are only

approximate. It should be noted that the time transection method will underestimate the

density of all cryptic species, and will also fail to detect species that are both rare and cryptic..

Aside from these limitations we notice that Protoreaster lineki and Pentaeeraster (no

determination on the species level was possible in the field) dominate the sea grasses and that

their abundance is correlated with the percentage of sea grass. Also a decrease of the total

number of starfish from the reserve to the park area was observed. This is probably related to

the increase in the number of its predators around and in the park area. The closer one gets to

the park, the bigger the "overspill" of fish from the protected park area will be. The main

predators of starfish in these areas are the triggerfish Balistapus undulatus. At the park the

density of the Balisttelae was in 1994 around 20 kglha (McClanahan, 1996), and at the time of

the fieldwork this was probably even more. In the reserve at 2.5 km from the southern

boundary of the MMNP the density was close to zero (McClanahan, 1996).

In the outer reef, which is dominated by hard coral but especially by soft coral and sponges,

we notice a strong dominance of Linekia guidingii, while L. laevigata and L.multijlora

concentrations are also high, but less dominant. These species are well-known for their

extraordinary capacity of asexual reproduction and demonstrate periods of autonomy

followed by periods ofgrowth.

Paradoxically, the presence of the high predation pressure of the triggerfish Balistapus

undulatus on the starfish population in the park area may be the cause of the success of those

species with high regeneration capacities such as Linekia. These regeneration skills will

certainly be an advantage in areas with high predation pressure, and might be responsible for

an out-competing of species that lack these capacities. The abundance of Aeanthaster planei

was low in both the inner and the outer reef This coral-eating starfish is known and feared for

its ability to cause outbreaks in its population size and destroying whole coral reefs . In
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Mombasa however the low abundance of A. planci does not cause any problems with regard

to the destruction of the reef.

The ecological requirements of asteroid species occurring within the Indo-West Pacific region

have not been studied extensively and those occurring in East Africa have not been studied at

all. A most useful approach towards demonstrating the ecological importance and intrinsic

interest of asteroids is by a study of their feeding activities (Sloan, 1980). Investigations on

stomach contents to determine feeding habits of asteroids is a rather questionable method as

numerous species feed extr~orally. Field observations are certainly more reliable. Paine

(1966 in Sloan, 1980) was the first to attract the attention of ecologists to the fact that asteroid

feeding could be an important factor in the ecology of some benthic communities.

The feeding behaviour of starfish in :M1IINP and the adjacent reserve was observed during

numerous sriorkelling expeditions in the inner reef and with the use of SCUBA equipment in

the outer reef. To obtain information on the feeding behaviour of the asteroids, a simple but

efficient technique was used. Every time a species of interest was encountered the sample

was turned over gently but quickly. This way the observer was able to detect whether the

animal was eating or not. When this was the case, and since almost all specimens turned out

to belong to the order of the Valvatida, which are all extraoral feeders (Jangoux, 1982) an

everted stomach would have been visible. In that case a close examination on the material

enclosed was done, and if possible this material was taken away for investigation under a

binocular in the lab.

The asteroids found on MMNP&R showed some inter-specific variation with respect to diet,

but most species appeared to feed on epibenthic felt and no species were found predating on

bivalves or molluscs. All species in MMNP&R were found eating by extruding their

stomachs. In most cases they were browsing the epibenthic film of organic detritus and

micro-organisms. By doing this systematic grazing of the reef perimeter the asteroids

(together with the Echinodea) are slowing down the rate of colonisation of hard corals

(Laxton, 1974) and reducing the algae mat (Dart 1972 in Laxton, 1974). By this the asteroids

and echinoids may have a keystone role in the reefs perimeter by controlling the succession of

the algae in that region. The impact of the starfish population in coral reefs and sea grass beds

in IvIMNP&R on the sea urchin population can be considered, as far as predations are

concerned, as relatively low.

To obtain information on the habitat preference of the asteroids, an estimate of the substrate

cover was made using fixed categories (hard coral, soft coral/sponge, sand, turf algae, macro-
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algae/sea grass), when doing transects. Additional information regarding microhabitat and

position of the species was noted on the slate.

Of the 18 starlish species found on J\.1}v1NJ>&R, 6 (Choreaster granulatus, Fromia monilis,

Gomophia egyptica, Linckia multiflore, Nardoa variolata and Neoferdina kuhli) were located

only in the outer reef An additional seven species (Halityle regularis, Pentaceraster horridus,

P. mammillatus, P. tuberculatus, Leiaster coriaceus, Asterina burtoni and Euretaster

cribrosus) were found only in the inner reef Some specimens were located in the inner as

well as the outer reef (Acanthaster planci, Culciia schmideliana, Protoreaster lincki, Linckia

laevigata and L. guidingii), though a preference for one of the reefs was obvious for some of

these species. None ofthe species were found in intertidal areas. While, Acanthastar planci,

Fromia monilis, Gomophia egyptica, Linckia multifora, Neoferdina kuhli and Nardoa

variolata were sometimes found at the base of the reef slope, they were never observed on the

sea floor away from the reef. The preceding species can be regarded as coral reef species and

their distribution differs from that of species such as Choreaster granulatus and Culcita

schmideliana that were also found in the deeper off-reef waters in the :Mr\1NP&R region or

Pentaceraster spp and Protoreaster lincki that were mainly found in the inner reefs sea grass

beds. Most of the species found are large-size when full-grown (large-bodied) and lie fully

, exposed in the daytime. The inner and the outer reef were both also clearly adult-dominated

communities. The juveniles of these species might complete their early development under

boulders (Yamaguchi,1997) and are for that reason difficult to detect with the used method.

Still, many workers who have studied coral reef asteroid populations have noted the adult

dominated size structure of these populations (Clark, 1921 in Yamaguchi, 1977; Ebert, 1976;

Yamaguchi, 1977). Similar findings have been made for asteroid populations from other

communities (e.g. Paine, 1976).

The larvae of coral reef asteroids generally reqmre a' solid substrate to complete their

development, and a coralline algal substrate has been observed as the chosen settling surface

for many species (Yamaguchi, 1973). Yamaguchi (1975) noticed the absence of asteroid

juveniles on substrates which were colonised by the grazing echinoids Echinometra and

Echinotrix. In the recent history of M:MNP&R these echinoids were highly abundant due to

overfishing (McClanahan 1990) of their predators in the past. The last years the fish

populations in MMNP are recovering and population densities are almost comparable with

those of areas with a long protected status (McClanahan 1995,1996,1997) and consequently
I

the sea urchin abundance is decreasing (McClanahan 1997). The monitoring of the increase

in asteroid biodiversity and population density might be an easy tool for the detection, and a
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bioindication of a recovering reef (with the exception of population increases of Acanthaster

planci). The habitat requirements of most coral reef asteroid species, and the ecological roles

of rare as well as of more common species are not yet fully understood.
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Appendix:

Most of the terms used in describing asteroids are of fairly obvious
meaning but the following may need some explanation:

Abactinal Plates-the superficial plates of the upper side, extending on to the vertical

lateral faces of the arms only in species with the arms cylindrical in cross-section (notably

most Echinasterids, some Ophidiasterids and the genus Nepanthia among the Asterinids) or

triangular "in cross-section with the oral surface flat and the aboral markedly convex (as in

other Asterinids and many Oreasterids); laterally the abactinal plates are bordered by the.

upper of the two rows of marginal plates-the supero-marginals.

Actinal plates -- the corresponding plates of the lower side extending between the

inferomarginals and the adambulacral plates which border the furrows.

Autotomous-self-dividing but not necessarily across the disc, for which practice the

restricted term fissiparous is used.

Crystal bodies-minute glassy convex areas projecting slightly from the opaque surface of

many plates of certain species.

Furrow spines-those on the inner (adradial) edge of the adambulacral plates, usually

projecting obliquely over the furrow.

Madreporite-the enlarged interradial plate on the upper side of the disc, its surface

modified with radiating ridges, which forms the external connection to the sea of the water

vascular system. In a few species, usually with more than five arms, there may be more than

one madreporite.

Papulae-the small, finger-like transparent respiratory processes which project through

pores in the body wall, mainly on the upper surface, the arrangement of the pores often

characteristic.

Paxillae-modifted abactinal plates with a median vertical pillar, sometimes quite slender,

crowned with spineless. This form of plate is restricted to certain families, notably the

Astropectinidae, while in the Luidiidae the supero-marginal plates as well as the abactinal

ones are paxilliform.
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Subambulacral armament-that of the free surface of the adambulacral plates backing on

the furrow spine or spines.

The measurements of asteroids generally used are: R the major radius, from centre to arm

tip, r, the minor radius, from centre to the interradial edge and sometimes by, across the base

of the arm.
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L
ab.artin~l PlateS\

<:annal
plate

J. . superomarginal

fr)~~8)-H!r1l!if~ plate

U .. U inferomarginal

~~ ~ plate

~ l&
~SW ~~JlctinOlateral plate

/ adambulacral plate

podia ambulacral plate

Order Paxillosida:
Asteroids nonnally with 5 arms; main ossicles fonn longitudinal series ventrally with a
marginal frame consisting of well-developed infero- and superomarginal plates, and a distinct
furrow frame which consists of ambulacral
and adambulacral plates; the two frames abut
distally but are linked proximally by actinal
plates; pedicellariae, simple, sessile,
spiniform; podia in two rows usually
tapering to a point without suckers.

Order Valvatida:
Asteroids with 5 or more anns; marginal
plates conspicuous or not, abut on the furrow
frame along the arms (superambulacral
ossicles' absent); actinal plates in the
interradii; pedicellaria if present vary from
elementary to alveolar in which hollows in
the underlying plates accomodate the valves
when they are open; podia suckered, in
two rows.

Characteristics of the Asteroidea Orders

I
I
I

i
I
I
I

Figure 28: Traverse section through
Asteroid arm (From Jangoux 1986)

<:omplex crossed

alveolar straight

-~ ~............... '. : .':.:..:

<:omplex straight

Spinulosida:
Asteroids with 5 or more arms; mam
ossicles form longitudinal series
ventrally; infero- and superomarginal
plates not enlarged and usually
inconspicuous; pedicellariae rare;
podia suckered, in two rows but in the
Pterasteridae they are staggered to
form four rows.

Order Forcipulatida:
Asteroids with 5 or more long anns; abactinal skeleton reticulate and with spaced spines',
inferomarginal plates inconspicuous from above, are short and lie ventrolaterally; podia
suckered, in two or four rows; pedicellariae complex with two valves and an extra basal piece,
either below the valves in straight
pedicellaria or between the proximal lobes
ofthe scissor-like crossed pedicellariae.

Order

Figure 29: Types of Pedicellariae
(From Jangoux and Lambert 1988)

(General references, giving the external organisation of asteroids and the vocabulary used in
asteroid external anatomy, are Clark & Rowe 1971 and Jangoux 1986 in Guille & Labour 1986.
Types and definitions ofpedicelladae were taken from Jangoux & Lambert 1988).
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Key to the species of Asteroidea in MMNP&R

Order Valvatida:

Asteroids with 5 or more arms; marginal plates conspicuous or not, abut on the furrow frame

along the arms (superambulacral ossic1es absent); actinal plates in the interradii; pedicellaria if

present vary from elementary to alveolar in which hollows in the underlying plates accomodate

the valves when they are open; podia suckered, in two rows.

Family Oreasteridae:

Large starfish. usually stellate but may be cushion shaped, heavily skeletonised,

covered with granules, spines, tubercles or thick skin. Abactinal plates without

paxillae. Non prominent marginal plates, but visible from outside. Abactinal surface

slightly convex. Distal superomarginal plates similar to other marginal plates and more

or less concealed by skin.

• Diameter to 30 cm. Body surface covered by thick opaque smooth skin,

intenupted only by the relatively small adambulacral spines and the papular areas;

stellate' asteroids with blunt-tiped arms .... , .... Choreaster granulatus lutken

1869

• Diameter to 20cm. Unmistakable inflated, cushion like pentagonal body. Smooth

surface , mottled pink and cream, with numerous black, scattered, blunt tubercles

and patches of papulae. Marginal plates concealed by tickened skin. Pore-area

usually rather irregular ,and sometimes indistinct or more or less continuous. No

spmes or spinlets on the pore areas ....... : . ..Culcita schmideliana (Retzius,

1805)

• Body pentagonal or almost circular outlined (according the age) marginal plates

clearly distinguishable, no tubercles at al on upper side. Papular areas very well

defined and triangular in shape; granules of actinal plates markedly flattened and

forming a smooth plastering following the contours of the plates Halityle

regularis Fisher, 1913

• Body stellate with well developed arms
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).- At least the distal marginal plates and the convex parts of the larger

abactinal plates covered with a smooth plastering of unequal polygonal

flattened granules. Only two rows of adambulacral spines well developed.

A few of the distal supero marginal plates bearing laterally-projecting,

usually conspicuous, tapering spines or at least knobs. Bright red pattern of

spines on pale grey or white body Protoreaster lincki (de

bainville, 1834)

).- The distal marginals and other plates covered with more individually-distict

and even sized, usually projecting granules. Dorso lateral areas usually

distinct reticulate, the primary plates at the nodes often more or less convex

or capped with rounded or conical tubercles and arrenged in longitudinal

senes. Some of the distal infero-marginal plates usually with enlarged

single spines or conical projections. The outline consequently rather

irregular. Only the primary plates of the upper side with elevations and

these tending to fonn regular longitudinal series; pore areas well

defined .... , . .Pentaceraster

Pore areas more or less confluent; few, if any supero marginal

spmes present. R/r usually 2.5/1 P.tuberculatus

(Miiller&troschel, 1842) .

Dorso-Iateral spines numerous on the arms as well as the disc

and often almost as large as the carinal ones. Many spines

separated by less than their own width..... ...P.horridus (Gray,

1840)

Dorso-Iateral spines distinctly smaller than the carinaI ones, only

a few extending on to the anns and all well separeted from each

other P. mammillatus (Audouin, 1826)

Family Ophidiasteridae:

Large family of starfish, variable m SIze and arm shape, though arms are commonly

cylindrical. Skeletal plates usually covered by granules. Skin rarely thick. Armament

predominantly granuliform, though sometimes increasing in size or modified into tubercles, or

rarely even small spines, in the centres of the plates, no spines in isolation( in Leiaster the

adambulacral spines fonn the only armament, the rest of the body being coved with tick

- --~~ -- -
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naked skin); basal as well as distal marginals bearing granules(excepting Leiaster).

Intermarginal plates rarely present and than only basally

CJ Abactinal plates in regular longitudinal series for the wole length of the arm

• Body entirely covered with thick smooth skin, obscuring the limits of the plates,

armament lacking except on the adambulacral plates. Furrow spines each with a

longitudinal groove on the inner face for almost the entire

length Leiaster coriaceus peters, 1852

o Abactinal plates irregular in arrangement

• Adambulacral armature granuliform; arms cylindrical, disc narrow,Pores in groups,

rarely occuring on the lower side .... ,.... ,Linckia

~ .Subambulacral spines in two series;those of each plate contiguous with each other

and with the furrow spines but aligned slightly obliquely so as to give a herring-'

bone pattern to the under side of the arm. No granules between the furrow spines

within the furrow L.guildtngi Gray,

1840

~ Subambulacral spines or tubercles very low, set back from the furrow spines and

surrounded by the granulation, usually only a single series present but, even when

there are two series, all the spines isolated from each other, granules extending

down between the furrow spines

Arms normally five in number and madreporite single. Arms fairly stout and

blunt at the tips; colour in life blue L.laevigata (Linnaeus, 1758)

Arms often irregular in length and number, normally two madreporites. Arms

more slender and attenuated towards the tips ... ..L.multiflora (Lamarck, 1816)

CJ Adambulacral armature spiniform, though the spines are usually short, blunt and more or

less prismatic. Papular pores present on the oral side

~ Pore single, form more or less flattened, the marginals usually defined the edge of

thebody. Actinal pores few or absent on the disc. Abactinal granulation very fine.

Carinal plates raised above the surface Fromia montlts Perrier, 1875

y Pores in groups. Arms usually almost circular in cross-section. Marginal plates

conspicuous in dorsal view. Many of the abactinal plates more or less conspicuously

broadened and alternating to form an almost continuous pavement, the interstitial pore
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areas being very small, the larger plates markely bigger than the supero-marginal

ones Nardoa variolata (Retzius, 1805)

y No pores below the infero-marginals.

Some abactinal plates abruptly and conspicuously conical in shape and often

crowned with an enlarged nipple-like

tubercle " " Gomophia egyptica

GraY,1840

Adambulacral plates completely granule-covered except for the single row of

furrow spines, though on the distal parts of the arms a single granule may be

. enlarged to a tubercle on each plate. No longitudinal arrangement of abactinal

plates except the carinal (mid radial) series. Some of the marginal and usually

also abactinal plates conspicuous bare and convex, the granulation stopping

short near their edges. Arms relatively long and narrow, R/r

5/1 Neoferdina kuhli (Muller & Troschel,1842)

Family Asterinidae:

Rather flattened starfish with abactinal plates of the aboral surface which, when cleared of

their spinelets, can be seen to overlap each other. Skin thin, skeletal plates distinct and

overlapping; abactinal, marginal and actinolateral plates with single or grouped spinules or

short spines.

• Abactinal armament usually distinctly spiniform and sometimes fine, no flexible marginal

membrane. R rarely much exceeding 30mm; arms blunt-tipped Asterina

burtoni Gray, 1840

Family Acanthasteridae:

Large bodied with up to ten to twenty short arms covered in prominent spines and numerous

madreporites (sometimes nearly as many as the arms). Aboral armament consisting of large

conical isolated spines mounted singly on stalklike pedicels.

• Aboral spines long and conspicuous, commonly 15-30 mm long when R exceeds 100mm.

pedicellariae slender. Acanthaster planci (linnaeus, 1758)
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Order Spinulosida:

Asteroids with 5 or more arms; main ossicles form longitudinal series ventrally; infero- and

superomarginal plates not enlarged and usually inconspicuous; pedicellariae rare; podia

suckered, in two rows but in the Pterasteridae they are staggered to fonn four rows.

Family Pterasteridae: (In older literature this family belongs to the order Velatida)

Body with cylindrical arms or sometimes cushion like, rounded ventro-Iatterally. Aboral

skeleton usually reticulated with relatively large space between the plates. Arms 5 to 6 and

short and blunt Rlr L8-2.5/1; a supradorsal membrane present supported by the tips of the

aboral spines to fonn a cavity within. Pedicellariae inconspicuous, if present at all, with

narrow valves.

• Only four adambulacra spines proximally, except for only one or two basal combs which

may have five Euretaster cribrosus (von Martens, 1867)

(General references, giving the external organisation of asteroids and the vocabulary used in

asteroid external anatomy, are Clark & Rowe 1971 and Jangoux 1986.)
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Systen1atic list of asteroids of the MMNP&R found at
depths less than 25m.

Order Valvatida
Family Acanthasteridae

Acanthaster planci (Linnaeus 1758)

Family Asterinidae
Asterina burtoni Gray, 1840

Family Ophidiasteridae
Fromia monilis Perrier, 1875
Gomophia egyptica Gray, 1840
Leiaster coriaceus Peters, 1852
Linckia guidingii Gray, 1840
Linckia laevigata (Linne, 1758)
Linckia multiflora (lamarck, 1816)
Nardoa variolata Retzius, 1805
Neoferdina kuhli (Muller & Troschel,1842)

Family Oreasteridae
Choriaster granulatus Lutken 1896
Culcita schmideliana (Retzius, 1805)
Halityle regularis Fisher 1913
Pentaceraster horridus (Gray,1840)
Pentaceraster mammillatus (Audouin, 1826)
Pentaceraster tuberculatus (Muller & Truschel, 1842)
Protoreaster lincki (De Blainville, 1834)

Order Spinulosida
Family Pterasteridae

1!_444::U:=::J~:fiM4i,.~,~~~:ti.k;;!;;''''{':~i~lJi';';;'1'''i:::~':: d",i~,::,', '" ,; ,"~,.:._.-",L~ A_ " ",- • ,.,", , i ! - ~~~._----_ •• _,,'
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Euretaster cribrosus Von Martens
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Acanthastar planci (Linne, 1758)

Description:

Massive asteroids, 'with more than ten arms and several madreporic plates. Abactinal plates
without paxillae. Marginal plates reduced and inconspicuous. Abactinal surface slightly convex.
Podia with a teminal disc "sucker".
Podia arrenged in two rows. No crossed pedicelleriae associated with marginal and abactinal
spines. Body rounded below, ann section circular in shape. Abactinal skeleton reticuIete.
Aboral armament consisting oflarge conical isolated spines mounted singly on stlklike
pedicels. Aboral spines long and conspicicuous, commonly 15-30mm long. Pedicellariae
slender.

Feeding: Feeds on several species of hermatypic corals.

Habitat: In hard coral beds in the inner and outer reef

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species

Distribution:
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Aldabra: Sloan 1979
Fiji: Robinson 1971
Great Barrier Reef: Pearson and Endean (1969) in Robinson 1970
Guam: Yamagushi 1975
Gulf ofPanama: Porter (1972) in O'Gower 1973
Hawaii: Ely 1942
Kenya: Humphreys 1981
Maladivas: AM. Clarck 1984
Marshall Islands: Clack AH. 1952
New Caledonia: Jangoux 1986'
Okinawa: Nishihira in O'Gower 1973
Pemba: own opservation
Philippins: Clack AH. 1949
Red Sea: Price 1982
S.E. Arabia: Clack AH. 1952
Saipan: Goreau et all 1972 in O'Gower 1973
Schouten Islands: Bayer 1948
Sechelles: AM. Clarck 1984
Sumatra: Marsh and Price 1991
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Asterina burtonii Gray 1840

Description: Diameter up to 1.5 cm. Small stellate body with five swollen arms. A thin

marginal fringe streches from the interradial arc to the arm of the tip of the arms. The dorsal

plates inbricate: the distal and abradial ones over the more proximal and adradial plates. The .

plates are shield- or heart shaped with two or one notches to accomodate the papulae. The

plates have very numerous, crowded, minute crystel bodies and bear, on the proximal half,

five to twenty two tapering spinelets. Upper surface of tapering arms covered with prominent,

round plates of variable size. The marginal plates form a distinct fringe to the disc and the

arms, bearing a dense cluster of usually slender spinelets. Marginal plates reduced and

inconspicuous with the podia arranged in two rows. Body flat below.

Feeding: Encrusting sponges (Thomassin 1976)
Habitat: Cryptic in coral heads in the inner reef
Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.

Distribution:

Australie: Bell 1884, H.L. CIarck 1921
celebes: DOdelein 1926
India: Bell 1888,
Java: Martens 1866, Perrier1876, Sluiter 1895
Madagascar: Perrier 1878
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MaJadives: Bell 1903
~urtitius:LorioI1885

Mergui Archipel; Sladen 1889
Mozmbigee: Balinsky 1969, H.L Clarck 1923, Jangoux1973, Walenkamp 1990
New Calledonia: Perrier 1876, Jangoux 1973
New Guinee: Studer 1884
Nicobares: Koehler 1910
Philippins: Perrier 1876, Fisher 1919
Red Sea: AM Clarck 1952, Gray 1840, Perrier 1876, Tortonese 1935; 1936, Price 1982
Sechelles: Bell 1903
Societe Isle:Ludwig
Wake:Fisher 1925
Zanzibar: Bell 1903, Meissner 1892
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Fromia monilis Perrier, 1875

Description: Diameter up to 5 em. Body with tapering anTIS, two sizes of superomarginal
plates-alternate along the edge of each arm. Granules very fine, and plates are distictly
vissible. Central disc and arms red, the rest of the body and arms dar creamy yellow. Podia
xith terminal disc. Abactinal surface slightly convex abactinal plates bearing no paxillae.
Marginal plates well-developed conspicuous. Relative slender asteroid with reduced
interradial areas. Abactinal plates irregular in arrengement. Adambulacral armature spiniform.
Papulae single and arms and disc relatively flattened.

Feeding: Sponge eater

Habitat: Species only found in the outer reef on sponge and cral rock covered by algae.

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.

Distribution:
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Laccadive Archipello : Marsh & Price 1991
New Caledonia Jangoux 1986
North-West Australia: L.M. Marsh and 1.1. Marshall 1983
Phillipins: Yamagushi 1975
W. Caroline: Yamagushi 1975
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Gomophia egyptica Gray 1840

Description: Diameter up to 15 cm, Distinctive spiky appearance due to the conical
turbercular plates, each topped with a cream-coloured spine of reddish-orange background,
that covers the aboral surface. Abactinal plates without paxillae, Abactinal surface slightly
convex. Marginal plates reduced but still visible. Abactinal plates irregular in arrangement.
Adambulacral armature spiniform, arms cylindrical and no papulae below the inferomarginal
plates. No conspicuous cardinal row. Abaetinal plates irregular arrenged everywhere, some
Abactinal plates conspicuously conical in shape.

Feeding: Solitary ascidians and sponges. Also scavenger on corpse, substrate filmfeeder
(Yamaguchi 1975, aquarium observation)

Habitat: Specimen was found on sponge in the outer reef

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species,

Distribution:

I
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Biak. Schouten islands (New Guinea) :Clarck A.M & Bayer 1948
Gulf ofAqaba: Price 1982, Tortonese 1977
Gulf of Suez: Price 1982
Hawaii ? : Ely 1942
Kenya: Humphreys 1981
Marianas & Gilberts (Micronesia) : Yamaguchi 1975
Red Sea : Price 1982
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Leiaster coriaceus Peters, 1852

Discription : Asteroids with 5 cylindrical arms; marginal plates not conspicuous, abut on
the furrow frame along the arms (superambulacral ossicles absent); actinal plates in the
interradii; pedicellaria ifpresent vary from elementary to alveolar in which hollows in the
underlying plates accomodate the valves when they are open; podia suckered, in two rows.
Skeletal plates usually covered by granules. Armament predominantly granuliform, admbula
spines form the only armament, the rest of the body being coved with tick naked skin.
Abactinal plates in regular longitudinal series for the wole length of the arm. Body entirely
covered with thick smooth skin, obscuring the limits of the plates, armament lacking except
on the adambulacral plates. Furrow spines each with a longitudinal groove on the inner face
for almost the entire length.
Feeding: Observations of animals feeding on epibentic felt.

Habitat: Was only encountered in the inner reef on sea grass beds and micro algae.

Distribution pattern Not enough data (Widely distributed species.)

Distribution:

Kenya: Thesis
Madagascar :R. Decary 1922
Mergui archipello : Brown 1909
Seychelles: A.M. Clarck 1984
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Linckia guildingi Gray, 1840

Description: Difficult to distinguish from L. laevigata, and a topic of vivid discussion

between authors (as in Walenkamp p.9 1990). The disc of this specie is very small, and the

slender arms are almost always of unequal lengths with the longest arms up to 22cm. Arms

cylindrical with the lower surface flattened and somewhat convex along the ambulacral

grooves. The width of the anns varies little from the disc to the distal tip. The upper surface of

the arms is constructed of small swollen plates that are covered with smooth granules. The

plates are irregularly arranged, except along the lateral margin of the arms, where the form

two regular longitudinal series. The papular areas lie in shallow depressions between the

swollen plates of the upper and the lateral surface of the arm. Granules covering the lower

surface increase in size towards the ambulacrum. The spines bordering the ambulacral

grooves are actually flat granules with bluntly rounded tips.

Feeding: Feeds on epibentic film, also aquarium observations (Yamagushi, 1975) of

scavenging dead corpses.

Habitat: Dominant in the outer reef, epibentic on sand, coral rubble and living coral and

sponges, rare in the inner reef's sea grass beds

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species
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Distribution:

Aldabra : N.A Sloan, AM. Clarck and J.D. Taylor 1979
, Arabian Gulf: AR.G . Price 1982

Bermuda H.L. Clark 1942
Bikina Atol : AM. Clarckn 1956
Florida and Caribbean: G. Hendler, JE. :Miller, D.L. Pawson, P.M. Kier 1995
Gulf ofAqaba: AR.G. Price 1982'
Haiti: AH. Clark1939
Ma1adive: AM. Clarck and P.S. Davies 1965
Marshall Islands AH. Clarck
Mexico :AH. Clark 1954
New Caledonia: Jangoux 1986
Philippines :Clarck and Rowe 1971
Puerto Galera : Domantay 1936
Red Sea: AR.G . Price 1982 ? ? ?
SE Arabia: AR.G. Price 1982
Somalia: E. Tortonese 1979
Sumatra: Marsh& Price 1991
West India: H.L. Clark 1919
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Linckia laevigata (Linnaeus, 1758)

Description:

Relative slender asteroids with reduced interradial areas and a compact abactinal skeleton, the

marginal plates are reduced but still visible. Podia with a terminal disc, abaetinal plates without

paxillae and irregular in arrangement, abactinal surface slightly convex. Arms cylindrical, disc

, narrow.subarnbulacral 'spines' or tubercules very low, set back from the furrow and surrounded

by the granulation.

Normally five anns and a single madreporite~ arms fairly stout and blunt at the tips.

Feeding: Feeds on organic detritus and turfalgae

Habitat: Rare in sea grass beds in the inner reef, abundant in the outer reef

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.
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Distribution:

Andaman Isle: Bell 1887; Koehler 1910
Assab; Leipo1dt 1895
Australia: H.L.C1arckl92l.i 946; Livingstone 1932; McNeill and Livingstone 1926; Stephenson 1931; Boone
1935; Sluiter 1884
Borneo: Tortonese 1935
Celebes: Enge11938, Martens 1866
Ceylon: Bell 1887; H.L C1arck 1913,1921
Daret; Rusco 1894
Euta-fash; Rusco 1894
Hong Kong: Fisher 1925
India: Tuticorin, Bell 1888; Gulf of Manaar Thurston 1895
Laccadives: Bell 1903
Madagascar: Hoffman 1874; ludwig 1899
Ma1adives: Bell 1903
Mauritius: Desjardins 1830; Lorion 1885; Sluiter 1884
Mo1uques: Perrier 1875; Sluiter 1895; Tortonese 1935; doderlein 1896; HL. Clarck 1908; Lorio1l893; Martens
1866; Pfeffer 1900
Mozambique: Inhaca, Balinsky 1969; JangolLx 1973
New guinea:Gray 1841; Martens 1866,1889; H.L. C1arck 1921; Engel 1938; Sluiter 1884;
Nicobar Isle: Lutken 1871
Pacific Isles: New Bretange Sluiter: 1884 Guam: Fisher 1919,1925 Carolines Isle: H.L. Clarck 1921; Ponapi:
Ludwig 1905,martens 1866;Sa1omon: H.L. Clarck 1921; New-Hebrides HL. Clarck 1921; New Caledonie: Perrier
1875; Fiji: Boone 1935; Tonga: ludwig 1905; Marshall: H.L. Clarck 1921; Somoa: Boone 1935; Tahiti: Ludwig
1905;Marqueses: Boone 1935; Hawaii H.L. C1arck 1908,1921; Ely 1942; Fisher 1919
Persian Gulf: H.L. C1arck 1908
Philippins: Domantay and Roxas 1938; Engel1938;Perrier 1875; Martens 1866; Sladen 1889; Fisher 1919
Red Sea: Gray 1841
SeyeIles: Perrier 1875
Suez; Gray 1872
zanzibar: Ludwig 1899; Perrier 1875
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Linckia multiflora (Lamarck, 1816)

Description: Relative slender asteroids with reduced interradial areas and a compact

abactinal skeleton, the marginal plates are reduced but still visible. Podia with a terminal disc,

abactinal plates without paxillae and irregular in arrangement, abactinal surface slightly convex.

Arms cylindrical, disc narrow subambulacral 'spines' or .tubercules very low , set back from the

furrow and surrounded by the granulation.

Plates rounded and completely granule-covered, not remarkably swollen. Arms often irregular

in length and number, normally two madreporites; arms slender and attenuated towards the

tips.

Feeding: Extra oral digestion, feeds on epibentic film

Habitat: Belongs to the epifauna of the outer reef

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.
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Distribution

Distribution:
South Africa: Meissner 1892
Mozambique: Inhaca, lopes 1939;Balinsky 1969; Walenkamp 1970; Jangoux 1973
Zanzibar: Ludwig 1899
~da~:Penner1875;ludvrig1899

~uritius: Studer 1895; Lorion 1885; Sluiter 1884; Penner 1875
Seyelles: Penner 1875
Red Sea: Gray 1841; ~can 1938; Muller and Trosehell842; Penner 1875; AM. Clarck 1952; Koehler 1905;
Russo 1994 Tortonese 1936.1953.
~adives: Bell 1903
Laceadives: Bell 1903
Ceylon: Bell 1887; H.L Clarck 1913.1921
Philippins: Fisher 1919
~ebes:~ensI866

Moluques: Sluiter 1895; Tortonese 1935; Doderlein 1896; Martens 1866; Enge11938
New guinea: Martens 1889;
Pacific Isles: Ogasawara Hayashi 1938; Guam: Fisher 1919.1925; Carolines Isle Hayashi 1938;Wake: Ely
1942; Fisher 1926 New Caledonie; Jangoux 1986: Penner 1875; Somoa:H.L. Clarck 1921; Tahiti: Ludvrig
1905;; Hawaii Penner 1875; Palmyra: Ely 1942
Rodriquez Isle: Smith 1875
Christmas Isle: Gibson-Hill 1947
JapanHL. Clarck 1921; hayashi 1938
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Nardoa variolata (Retzius, 1805)

Description: Diameter up to 13 em. Podia with terminal disc and abactinal plates without
paxillae. Abactinal surface slightly convex. Marginal plates reduced. Abaetinal plates
irregular in arrangement and adambulacral armature spiniform. Papulae present below the
inferomarginal plates and grouped in papular areas . Arms cylindrical and disc relatively
convex. Abactinal plates all similar in contour. No regular alternation in size of the supero
marginals.

Feeding : All observed species were eating organic detritus or turf algae. Other authors
have made observations of N. varia/ata feeding on coral mucus (Thomassin 1976)

Habitat : All species were found on the outer reef on sponge, soft coral or hard coral.
Observations on sea grass flats were done by Thomassin (1976)

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.

Distribution:
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Kenya: Humphreys 1981
Madagascar: Thomassin 1976
Maladives: Clarck AM. and Spencer P. 1965
Mozambique: Jangoux 1973
Philippine: Domantay 1972
Seychelles: Clarck AM. 1984
Somalia: Tortonese 1951,1980
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Neoferdina kuhli (Muller & Troschel,1842)

Discription : Asteroids with 5 or more arms; marginal plates conspicuous, abut on the
furrow frame along the arms (superambulacral ossicles absent); actinal plates in the interradii;
podia suckered, in two rows. Skeletal plates usually covered by granules. Skin rarely thick.
Armament predominantly granuliform, no spines in isolation; basal as well as distal marginals
bearing granules. No pores below the infero-marginals. Adambulacral plates completely
granule-covered except for the single row of furrow spines,. No longitudinal arrangement of
abaetinal plates except the carinal (mid radial) series. Some of the marginal and usually also

, abactinal plates conspicuous bare and convex, the granulation stopping short near their edges.
Arms relatively long and narrow, Rlr 5/1

Feeding: No observations, no literature available

Habitat: Outer reef, on hard coral and sponge

Distribution and distribution patern: No literature available
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Choriaster granulatus lutken 1896

Description: Diameter up to 30cm. Unmistakable large, massive inflated five-armed

seastar. Colour usually pale creamy white towards the end of arms, but with mottled pink on

red disc and basal (proximal) part of the arms. Aboral surface with smooth cluster of

protruding papulae given a granular appearance. Body almost flat below but usually convex

above. Aboral skeleton reticulate with secondary plates linking the larger primary ones and

leaving conspicuous large poriferous areas between. Armament usually of spaced conical

tubercles, and entire body completely concealed by thick smooth skin.

Feeding: Observations were made of Choriastre granulatus eating organic detritus and

turf algae growing on rubble or sand by extra-oral feeding. In aquarium experiments

Yamaguchi (1975 In Jangoux 1982) noticed feeding on dead fish an other animal tissues.

Habitat: C. granulatus was only encountered in the outer reef on sand and soft corals.

Distribution pattern: widely distributed species.
,

Additional Comment: First record for East Africa.
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Distribution:

North-West Australia: L.M. Marsh and J.I. Marshall 1983
GulfofAqaba: AR.G. Price 1982
Seychelles: AM. Clarck 1984
Philippines: Clarck and Rowe 1971, Domaniay 1972
Red Sea: AM. Clarck 1962 (first record across the Indian Ocean)
Fiji Islands: AM. Clarck 1962
Moluccas: AM. Clarck 1962
Madagascar: Thomassin 1976
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Culcita schmideliana (Retzius. 1805}

Discription:

Massive asteroids with enlarged interradial areas, abactinal surface slightly convex and

abactinal skeleton reticulate. Marginal plate well-developed and conspicious but without

paxillae. Podia with a teminal disc "sucker". Papulea in groups and papulea areas rather

irregular and sometimes more or less continuous. Distal superomarginal plates similar to other

marginal plates and concealed by thikened skin. Body almost circular in outline. Enlarged

granules often present abactinally. Some enlarged tubercles often present on the upper side. A

distinct pore-free area at least towards the lower side at the margins as well as more or less

extensive reticulate areas on the upper side, though some of the pore-areas may be somewhat

confluent. Some larger, usually spaced, tubercles often present. No spines or spinlits on the

pore-area.

Feeding: These &nimals showed a great variety in the preferred food. Observation were

made of cryptic individuals in living coral who were consuming the hard coral. Others were

found eating detritus and turf algae growing on rubble or sand. Occasional observations were

made of predation on sea urchins (Echinometa mathaei observation made by Dr. McClanahan)

on holoturians ( observed by Drs.Y. Samyn although it is not clear whether the holoturian or

the organic detritus and micro algae have to be considered as the prey). Other field

observations identifY corals (mainly Galaxea and Goniopora), epibentic felt and soft corals

/
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(Thomassin 1976) and Echinoids (echinornetra (Sluiter 1889 In Jangoux, 1982; McClanahan,

1989)

Habitat: Observations of C. schmideliana were done in the outer and inner reef on'and in

hard coral, on sponge, sea grass and sand.

Distribution pattern: widely distnbuted species.

Distribution:

Andaman Isle: Bell (1887); Koehlein (1910)
Ceylan: H.L Clarck (1915); Doderlein (1888,1896)
Dar-es-Salaam: Doderlein (1896)
India: Bell (1888)
Indonesia: Sluiter (1889); Martens (1866).
Madagascar: Perier (1876)
Mauritius: Desjardins (1830); Doderlein (1888 and 1896); Loriol (1885);
Mozambique: Inhaca, Balinsky (1969),Jangoux (1973); Matemo Isle, Simpson and
Brown (1910); Bell (1884); H.L. Clarck (1923); Peters (1852).
Perrier (1876); Studer (1884)
Sechelles:Doderlein (1896)
Zanzibar:H.L. Clarck (1923); Dodelein (1898); Ludwig (1899); Perrier (1876);
Toronese (1935)

Discussion: The juvenile form of this genus are very different in appearance from
the adults and have often been described in different genera (e.g. Goniodiscus
MOiler and Randasia Gray)(see Walenkamp 1990).
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Halityle regularis Fisher, 1913

Description: (from Baker and Marsh 1976) : Halityle regularis is a massive asteroid with.

short, broadly based arms, inflated abactinal and concave actinal surfaces. Rlr varies from

1.18 to 1.66. the sides are perpendicular and there are up to 22 superomarginal plates and 40

50 inferomarginals, in each arc. The abactinal surface bears no spines or tubercles, but the

stellate plates are joined by slightly raised, slender trabeculae, which divide the surface into

regular triagular papular areas, grouped in adjacent hexagons. At the center of the disc the

hexagons may form a large pentagon.

The whole abactinal surface is finely granular, with scattered minute granuliform

pedecellariae. The actinal intermediate plates are c1aerly outlined by grooves, and their

slightly tumid surfaces are covered with a mosaic of unequal, flattish granules and occasional

sunken pedicellariae. The plates, with an odd plate in the apex , followed by about 6 less

regular chevrons of radially elongate, hexagonal plates without an unpaired interradial plate.

Towards the margin they become smaller and less regular arranged, tending to impinge on the

lateral wall ofthe disc between the lower edge of the proximal inferomarginalplates. Near the

mouth are 4-8 slightly large rhombic plates, each of which is surrounded by a double or triple

row spaced granules and pedicellariae forming a kind of frame. These plates are flat, or

slightly concave, with a very close compact mosaic of flat granules; near the margins, pit-like

spaces occur between the granules. Together, the plates form a striking stellate-pentagonal

pattern centred on the mouth.

Additional comment: First record in Kenyans coral reefs

Feeding: No opservations

Habitat: in sea grass beds in the inner reef
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Distribution pattern: Continental species.

Distribution:

Australia, Queensland AK o'Gowen 1928, N. Coleman 1974, Exmouth GulfR. Rowe

Kenya, AJ. Bruce (dredged at 91m) 1974,Mombassa :Marine Reserve D.Eekelers 1997

Madagascar AG. Humes 1967, J.F Clarck 1974

'Philippines, Sulu Archipelago B.R. \Vilson 1964

Somalia, ABruun 1964, Hotchkiss 1974
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Pentaceraster horridus (Gray 1840)

Description: Diameter up to 15 em. Similar to P. mammilatus. Body stocky, with

numerous large, blunt spines on upper surface and along arms. Colour red. Some of the

interradial supero-marginals with spines, at least at R>50mm. At least carinal spines

considerable enlarged, sometimes also the dorso-Iateral ones. Dorso-Iateral spines numerous

on the arms as well as the disc and often almost as large as the carinal ones. Many spines

separated by less than their own width.

Feeding: SeeP. mcunmilIatus

Habitat: Sea grass beds in the inner reef

Distribution pattern: No enough data.

Distribution:

Kenya: Thesis
Sechelles :T.A. Ebert 1976
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Feeding: Most observations were made of animals feeding the epibentic film or Halimeda,
in two occasions the predation of the sea urchin Tripneustes gratilla was witnessed. (the
difference between the different Pentaceraster species was hard to distinguish in the field, so
these observations are for Pentaceraster sp., dough Thomassin (1976) made the same
observation).

Description: Very similar, in habitat, size and abundance to Protoreaster linckii. In the
field this specie is easily distinguished by its rather uniform coloration and the presence of
infero-marginal spines in the interradial arc. Diameter up to 20 cm. Stocky body with
characteristic rounded tubercles on aboral surface and on supermarginal plates. Colour highly
variable including green, yellow, purple, pink and shades ofgrey usually with tubercules ofa
different colour.
On the side of the arms, the primary plates form regUlar longitudinal series of which,
proximally, up to five may be swollen and bearing a terminal tubercle. The granules on the
primary plates are flatter and more polygonal, and harbour long, valvate pedicellariae,
whereas the remaining dorsal surface bears small, rounded granules and many spatulate
pedicellariae. The infero-marginal plates are usually shifted to the ventral surface. The
proximal plates invariably have one or more central granulles produced into a bluntly pointed
tubercle. The ventro-lateral areas extend towards the tips of the arms. The granulation is
simular to that of the infero-marginals but for thethe enlarged and slightly raised
centralgranules and the presence of vaIvate pedicellariae. The more adradial plates have more
and larger pedicellariae. The adambulacral plates bear about eight slender furrow spines,
increasing in length towards the centre, and two or three, flattened, bluntly tipped
subambulacral spines of usually unequal lenghts. The oral plates have about twelve furrow
spines, rapidly increasing· in size towards the mouth, and three or four large and strong
subambulacral spines. The armature of the ventral surface of the oral plates is very similar to
that of the adjacent ventro-Iateral plates, and may also comprise pedicellariae, varying from
large to simple and spatulate.
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Habitat: Sea grass beds in the inner reef

Distribution pattern: Widely distributed species.

Distribution:

Aden: Koehler 1910
Bay of Bengal: Bell 1884
Ceylon: H.L: Clark 1915
Madagascar: DOdelein 1926,1936
Mauritius: Bell 1884, Perrier 1887,
Mozambique: Lopes 1939, Balinsky 1%9, H.L Clark 1923, Mortensen 1933, Jangoux 1973, Walenkamp 1990
Persian Gulf: Mortensen 1940
Red Sea: Audouin 1826, Bell 1884 DOdelein 1936, Gray 1872, Leipoldt,1895, Milller & Trosche11842, Perrier
1876, Tortonese 1936,
Somalia: Tortonese 1936
South Africa: H.L Clark 1923, Day 1969, Mortensen 1933
Sri Lanka: H.L Clark
Zanzibar: DOdelein 1936, Tortonese 1936
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Pentaceraster tuberculatus (MOiler & Truschel, 1842)

Description: Diameter up to 18cm, But with five distinctive large, robust, rounded or

acute spines on the aboral surface. No spines on the first two to four supero-marginal plates in

each interradial angle. Pore-areas more or less conf1uent~ few, if any, supero-marginal spines

present; Rlr usually 2.511. Different colour varieties exist.

*As Dodelein (1936, p.332) points out, the genus Pentaceraster includes a continuous chain

of fonns some ofwhich may be distinguished as qualified "species" although their limits are

much obscured by the presence of intermediate specimens, possibly due to hybridization.

The oldest specific name within the genus is mammillatus; For the species from the Red Sea

and East Africa with moderate development of the dorso-Iateralspines, at least proximally,

somewhat larger carinal spines and a complete series of interradial supero-marginal spines. A

number of specimens from within the range of mammillatus have this armament more or less

extensively reduced, correlated with a greater continuity of the pore-areas. These specimen

can be distinguished as tuberculatus but this could well be at the infra-specific level.

Feeding: SeeP. mammillatus

Habitat: Sea grass beds in the inner reef

Distribution pattern: Continental species.
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Distribution:

Madagascar: Clarck & Rowe 1973
Red Sea : Prince 1982
SE Arabia: Prince 1982
Somalia: Tortonese 1951
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Protoreaster lincki (De Blainville, 1834}

Descrip'li0 n: Massive asteroids with enlarged interradial areas, bearing strong tubercles.
Podia with a terminal disc (sucker), abactinal plates slightly convex without paxillae. Marginal
plates well-developed and conspicuous. Abactinal skeleton reticulate, papulae in-groups. Distal
supennarginal plates similar to other marginal plates and more or less concealed by skin. Body
covered by a tick rough skin, stellate asteroid with well developed, sharp tipped arms. Distal
marginal plates and the convex parts of the larger abactinal plates covered with a smooth
plastering of unequal polygonal flattened granules. Infero-marginal plates spineless, also the

, supero-marginals so that the outline is relative smooth. Actinal granulaten smooth, only two
rows of adambulacral spines well-developed. A few of the distal supero-marginal plates
bearing laterally-projecting, conspicuous, tapering spines.

Feeding: Extra oral digestion, mostly noticed when eating epibentic felt occasionally
predation on sea urchin was noticed. In literature also mentioned as "oysters' enemy (Herdman
& Herdman 1904 in Jangoux, 1982)

Habitat: Was mostly encountered in sea grass beds or sandy bottoms in the inner reef
although that one individual was found on sand in the outer reef

Distribution pattern: Continentel species
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Distribution:

Mozambique: Inhaca, Lopes(1939), Balinsky (1969) and Jangoux (1973);Inhambane, Day
(1969);Bell(1884); Simpson and Brown;
Tanzania: Lindi, Doderlein (1936)
JCenya:FlUDnphreys(1981)

, Madagascar: Lutken (1864); Doderlein (1936)
Zanzibar: Bell(I903); Doderlein (1936); Ludwig (1899); Lutken (1864); Meissner (1892);
Perrier «1875); Pfeffer (1896)
Seychelles: Doderlein (1936); Perrier (1876)
Saya de Malha:Bell (1909)
Somalia: Tortonese (1951)
Red Sea: Crossland (1907 in Jangoux 1973); JCoohler 1905; Clarck & Rowe 1971
India: Bell (1888); Satyamuri (1967 in Jangoux 1973)

Discussion: The use ofthe narnesP. /mcki (as in Jangoux 1973; Sloan 1980 and Clarck &
Rowe 1971) and P./inkii (as in Walenkamp 1990) can lead to confusion, dough both are
refening to the same species. Although De Bainville (1830 in Walenkamp 1990) referred to
J.FI. Link (1733) for the specific name Linckii, he consistently spells the name as Link. A.
Linkii , therefore, does not constitute an incorrect original spelling. The specific names P.
/inckii and P./incki are , according to art. 33b of the international code of zoological
nomenclature (3rd, 1985 in Walenkamp 1990), unjustified emendations. Anyhow most authors
are using the name P. /incki, for this the same name is used in this thesis.
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Euretaster crUorosus (Von Martens)

No picturre aJvaiiable

Descll"iptiOD1J: Diameter up to 10 em. Distinctive inflated body with short blunt anns and

upper swface covered in a of tickened short tubercles and ridges. Large circular opening in

aboral surface. Podia with terminal sucker. Abactinal plates of various aspects but without

paxillae. Abactinal surface slightly convex. Marginal plates plates reduced and inconspicuous.

Podia arrenged in to rows ; no crossed pedicdlariae associated to marginal or abactinal spines.

Body rounded below, arm section circular in shape, abactinal skeleton reticulate. Five short

and blunt anus and only one madreporite. No giant pedicel1ariae on most superomarginal

plates. « suP!adorsal » membrane present.

Feedl8IJ1lQ: No personal observations, no literature availeble

Habitat: Was only found on sea grass beds in the inner reef

Dastll"obll.lltoon IPaltterlnl: not enough data

-:-'\ofllOtr3c "~'. ;IITr.~2A

i~I;':~~\~:~~~1 ;.

Arabian Gulf: A.RG . Price 1982
Red Sea: AR.G . Price 1982
Gulfof Aqaba : AR.G . Price 1982
Seychelles: AM. Clarck 1984
Kenya: Thesis
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